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Management Summary
The evolution of stakeholder needs and the resulting desire to adapt system properties to those needs
most adequately is a topic increasingly addressed in literature. Reasons are manifold – on the one
hand the overall lifecycle value of systems can be increased, their active lifetime prolonged and the
stakeholders be more satisfied. On the other hand, adaptability in system properties offers immediate
advantages during the design phase and system completion. It can be applied as a measure of risk
management to mitigate the effect of uncertainties and changing requirements as it offers the option
to save time and money in future.
Within the AMISA project, the field of Design for Adaptability has been assessed from various
perspectives and two complementary approaches to design systems for adaptability were compiled:
To create novel solutions and explore the design space holistically a bottom-up approach for the
generic design of system architecture has been implemented in the DfA Software Tool. It optimizes
components’ trade-off between option value on the one side and interface cost on the other. While a
system exhibits increasing option value in terms of being able to react to changing contextual factors
and integrating technical progress, the more granular its architecture is designed, at the same time the
interface cost is driven to increase due to the higher number of modules that have to be connected.
Real Option Analysis (ROA), concretely the Black-Scholes-Formula, is the basis for calculation of the
option value of each component and alternative system architectures are generated by the use of a
genetic algorithm (GA). A sensitivity analysis enables the user to evaluate those architectures and
assess the robustness of solutions proposed.
To develop and assess alternative architecture scenarios based on existing designs, a five-step DfA
methodology has been developed to support the user to define the problem statement and business
case, assess the system or portfolio for possible engineering change scenarios and evaluate those in
terms of their associated cost and value. Depending on whether the design of a system shall be
adaptable to enable dynamic product portfolio extension, or a physical product in operation shall be
designed to correspond to volatile boundary conditions or changed stakeholder needs, the
methodology offers procedures and guidelines that fit the situative context. The methodology builds
up on fundamentals developed within the field of ROA and contributes to the identification and
integration of the decisive Key Parameters of systems, especially the monetization of performance
criteria and the coverage of technological progress and system architecture evolution. To pay tribute
to the crucial influence of uncertainty both from the technological as well as from the market point of
view, the approach allows all input parameters to be taken up with assigned distributions of
probability and not as fixed values. By the use of Monte-Carlo Simulation, the approach maps a large
number of possible future scenarios transparently and allows the value of adaptability to be assessed
over time in its complete statistical outreach.
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1 Motivation and Goal of the Guideline
The aim of this guideline is to take the designer along the path of architecting systems for
adaptability in a step-by-step manner and create awareness about the relevant aspects to be
considered. Design for Adaptability (DfA) covers various aspects and challenges in system design.
Therefore, this guideline is designed to be modular and “adaptable” in a way that the underlying
methodology is tailorable and scalable in accordance to the problem that has to be solved.
Here, the steps will be illustrated using practical examples and further, the demonstration of
alternative procedures of solutions and the use of the tools developed in AMISA project will be laid
out. Not all methods have to be applied to a full extent. Depending on the individual objectives for
DfA, this guideline should be a support in selecting and applying DfA-methods most efficiently.
This introductory section should clarify why Adaptability in systems matters, how this guideline can
be used and what additional software tools are available to support Design for Adaptability (DfA)
projects. It is aimed to be a comprehensive practitioner’s guide for active use by system engineers
and architects designing their systems for optimal lifecycle value.

1.1 Why Design for Adaptability matters?
Adaptability of products provides additional value to stakeholders over the entire life-cycle. In the
design phase, a manufacturer profits from adaptability of a product portfolio by reducing the effort
for developing new product variants; in the use phase of a product, a customer might benefit from
upgrading.
All systems and products are designed to fulfill the needs of their stakeholders. The more accurately
they are able to meet these needs, the higher is their value to the stakeholders. This is not a one-pointin-time problem, but applies to the entire product life cycle. Design for Adaptability aims at
minimizing the gap between stakeholder needs and the Closureability of a system or product to fulfill
them. Minimizing this gap is a two dimensional issue. On the one hand, the customer needs and
requirements might change throughout the service life, resulting in an expected value gain of the
system. On the other hand, the system undergoes wear out and obsolescence. Therefore, opposed to
the stakeholder expectations, the system actually exhibits a value loss, as illustrated in Figure . When
talking about the stakeholder of a system, this refers mainly to the owner and the user of the system.
From the view point of the manufacturer, this would be his customer (Bender, 2011).
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Figure 1-1: The growing value gap of a system
Correspondingly, Hashemian (2005) describes adaptations as the response of a system to new service
or operational requirements, which often involve modifications to the internal structure of the system.
Design for Adaptability (DfA) is a comparatively novel design paradigm. Its goal is to provide design
teams a framework that helps to maximize the reuse of design information (Fletcher et al., 2009).
DfA is one part of the family of Design for X paradigms and is closely linked to several other DfX
frameworks.
Browning and Honour (2008) explain the advantages of adaptability using the example of the Life
Cycle Value (LCV) of a system. As depicted in Figure 1-2 they argue that an increased adaptability
also increases the LCV of a system. This is because they assume that adaptability allows for a higher
number of small upgrades instead of just a few big upgrades along the life cycle. The value loss due
to the lack of adaptability is represented by the area between the Value desired by stakeholder curve
and the Life Cycle Value of the system saw toothed block. This area is the same as the value gap
illustrated in Figure 1-2. This area is decreased by the higher number of upgrades. However, there is
also a considerable LCV loss due to the lead time, i.e. the time between the identification of the need
of the system and the delivery of the system. According to Browning & Honour (Browning &
Honour, 2008), this value loss is not decreased by increasing the adaptability. On the other hand,
adaptability expands the life cycle time of the system, i.e. the system remains in service for a longer
time and postpones the purchase of a new system.
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Figure 1-2: Increased Life Cycle Value because of adaptability (Browning & Honour, 2008)
Design for both Design and Product Adaptability are evolving topics in science and industry. But the
systematic design of product life-cycle properties into complex systems constitutes an ambiguous
task in an industrial context. However, the transformation of a system to a desired “amount” of
adaptability is impeded by lack of


clarity of the underlying business case,



transparency of complex dependencies among system elements,



unclear controllability of system architecture properties,



and a systematic cost-benefit-analysis.

In literature, the Personal Computer is a preferred artifact to discuss adaptability (Fletcher et al.,
2009; Shao, Cheng, Zhang, Li, & Gu, 2008). Be it since this example provides an obvious case of
application for adaptable design or due to its relatively decoupled architecture, which allows
apperceptive implementation of the respective methodologies. The customer’s need for adaptability
of a laptop is apparent when a hard drive needs to be replaced, RAM be upgraded, or a new USB
device be plugged in. Furthermore, the architecture design of a personal computer is characterized by
decoupled, modular decomposition of its main components (Shao et al., 2008). Therefore, the PC can
easily be used as an intuitive example for Design for Adaptability and helps to understand the
principles and methods in this evolving research field.
However, the question remains of how to transfer the methodology of Design for Adaptability (DfA)
in an industrial context? How to start and proceed when the challenge may be to redesign an existing
complex manufacturing line more adaptable or facilitate upgrades in a vehicle more cost-efficiently?
The aim of the DfA methodology is to provide guidance on how to navigate through all the necessary
steps to design a (more) adaptable system. Several ideas from literature are adopted and consolidated
in the proposed approach (R de Neufville, Scholtes, & Wang, 2006; R. de Neufville, 2003; Engel &
Browning, 2008; Fletcher et al., 2009; Gu, Xue, & Nee, 2009a; Haberfellner & de Weck, 2005; M.
Hashemian, 2005; Janthong, Brissaud, & Butdee, 2009; Li, Xue, & Gu, 2008; Shao et al., 2008). It is
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assumed that an existing system should be transformed into a system with a new desired amount of
adaptability. The basic idea of the approach is illustrated in Figure 1-3. The system has to be
examined on a more abstract architectural level, purposefully and systematically. Therefore, one
needs to analyze the dependencies and influences on adaptability of system entities in terms of the
underlying business case (Kissel & Schrieverhoff, 2012).
Evaluation of Potential

Evaluation of Solutions

Variability? Modifiability?
How to give an structured overview
over possible measurements and
their impact?

How to compare?
How to assess?
How to select?

Abstract
Systems Model

Generation of Solutions
Deduction and variation of
measurements?
Sensitivity of measurements?
Linearity of measurements?

Abstraction

Assessment

Which criteria are representing
the desired status?
Which artifacts are relevant in
order to measure these criteria?
How can properties be
measured (metrices)?
Which modeling technique
should be applied? (SysML)

Success of
measurements?
Deduction of general
design guideline?
Quantification of
improvement?

Current Status

System
System
transformation
Alternative
transformation
Solutions

Concretization
Cost of implementation?
Feasibility of concept?
Assessment of impact of applied
measurements?

Desired Status

Figure 1-3: Concept of Designing Life-Cycle Properties on an abstract architecture level (Kissel
& Schrieverhoff, 2012)
The blurred task of improving non-functional requirements towards system life cycle properties –
like adaptability or other “ilities” – can only succeed when the applied business case is clarified, the
right entities and relations of a system are chosen for analysis and – in the end – the main drivers for
adaptability are identified. Having modeled the system appropriately on an abstract architectural
level, criteria and metrics have to be determined to assess the adaptability of the system. On this
abstract level, structural characteristics in the system model can be identified and analyzed to clarify
which aspects facilitate adaptions and which exacerbate these. From there, one can start to
systematically develop solutions for a new system set-up, which exhibits a higher degree of
adaptability. This set of alternative solutions has to be evaluated in terms of the value of this adaption
for the stakeholder (option value), the costs for adaptability (option cost) and costs of possible
adaptations (upgrade cost). After the evaluation, the best solution can be implemented in the system
and a final validation of the measure be done.
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1.2 Benefits of using DfA methodology
This section explains the benefits of using the methodology and the tool developed for Design for
Adaptability in the AMISA project. The benefits expressed in this section are based on the response
of the representatives of the AMISA industrial partners, who used both, the methodology and the
tool, to develop designs and products in their organizations. Since the partners use a combination of
both the methodology and the tool, the benefits explained in this section are due to the combined use
of the methodology and the tool. The responses of the partners are collected using an online
questionnaire.
Before explaining the benefits, a context of the adaptability is explained in this paragraph. The
AMISA partners strive to improve both, design adaptability, which refers to adaptations within the
design of a product and means the same design can be modified to create various products and
product adaptability, which refers to the ability of a product to be adapted by the user in the form of a
physical change. Adaptability helps enhance the value of designs and products at various phases of
the lifecycle of designs and products, namely, design phase, production phase, use phase,
maintenance phase, upgrade phase and recycling phase. According to the AMISA partners, the
influence of adaptability in decreasing order of the various phases are as follows: upgrade phase,
design phase, use phase, production phase, maintenance phase and recycling phase. The partners feel
that the use of the methodology and the tool helps improve the adaptability of designs and products in
their organizations. This improvement in adaptability helps in enhancement of various other
parameters explained in the subsequent paragraphs in this section.
The effect of the use of the methodology and the tool is analysed on the following parameters:
i. Lifespan of designs and products
ii. Lifecycle cost of designs and products
iii. Cycle time of designs and products
iv.
Cost-efficiency of designs and products
v. Value to stakeholders of designs and products
vi.
Overall usage of natural resources and energy during the manufacturing process of designs
and products
vii.
Emissions of pollutants and by-product waste during the manufacturing process of designs
and products
All these parameters are defined under the Glossary of Terms in Section 6.
The use of the methodology and the tool helps develop designs and products with longer lifespans.
71% of the partners report that the use of the methodology and the tool helps develop designs with a
longer lifespan when compared to designs developed without using the methodology and the tool.
60% of the partners express that the methodology and the tool help develop products with a longer
lifespan as compared to products developed without the methodology and the tool.
The methodology and the tool help develop designs and products with lesser lifecycle costs. Close to
70% of the partners feel that the lifecycle cost of designs developed using the methodology and the
tool decreases in comparison with the lifecycle cost of designs developed without the methodology
and the tool. 60% of the partners conceive that the lifecycle cost of products developed using the
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methodology and the tool is lower than the lifecycle cost of products developed before the use of the
methodology and the tool.
The use of the methodology and the tool helps develop designs and products with shorter cycle times
(the time period from the identification of requirements for an upgrade to the availability of upgraded
designs or products for use.). 62% of the partners assert that the cycle time of designs developed
using the methodology and the tool is shorter than the cycle time of designs developed before the use
of the methodology and the tool. 48% of the partners believe that the cycle time of products
developed using the methodology and tool is shorter than the cycle time of products developed before
the use of the methodology and the tool. 29% of the partners feel that the methodology and the tool
have no influence on the cycle time of products.
The methodology and the tool help develop designs and products with an improved cost-efficiency.
81% and 61% of the partners believe that the use of the methodology and the tool increases the costefficiency of designs and products, respectively. 10% and 24% of the partners feel that the use of the
methodology and the tool has no influence on the cost-efficiency of designs and products,
respectively.
The use of the methodology and the tool helps develop designs and products with better values to
stakeholders. 86% of the partners believe that the value to stakeholders of designs developed using
the methodology and the tool is higher than the value to stakeholders of designs developed without
the methodology and the tool. 72% of the partners opine that the value to stakeholders of products
developed using the methodology and the tool is higher than the value to stakeholders of products
developed without the methodology and the tool.
The designs and products developed using the methodology and the tool consume less energy and
natural resources during their manufacturing. In the opinion of 48% of the partners, the designs and
the products developed using the methodology and tool consume “less” natural resources and energy
during their manufacturing process as compared to the designs and the products developed without
the methodology and the tool. However, 29% of the partners, a significant portion, report that designs
and products developed using the methodology and tool have no effect on the consumption of natural
resources and energy.
The designs and products developed using the methodology and the tool create less pollution during
their manufacturing process. 33% of the partners opine that the designs and products developed using
the methodology and the tool have decreased emission of pollutants and by-product waste during
their manufacturing process as compared to designs and products developed before the introduction
of the methodology and the tool. 38% of the partners feel that the use of the methodology and the
tool has no effect on the emission of pollutants and by-product waste.
According to 86% of the partners, the methodology and the tool have “high” genericity. At the same
time, 81% and 90% of the partners report that the methodology and the tool also have “high”
tailorability and “high” scalability, respectively. The methodology and the tool are found to have
“high” or “medium” usability according to 90% of the partners. 80% of the partners feel that the costeffectiveness of the methodology and the tool is also “high”.

1.3 Adaptability in the Context of Change
Design for Adaptability (DfA) is a subset of changeability. Fricke and Schulz (Fricke & Schulz,
2005) name four aspects of changeability: Adaptability, Flexibility, Robustness and Agility.
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Haberfellner and de Weck (Haberfellner & de Weck, 2005) use the term agility synonymously with
adaptability. The definitions in literature of the words flexibility and adaptability cause some
fuzziness and confusion. Gu et al. (Gu et al., 2009a) state that adaptions are conducted by a person
outside of the product, like the user or the designer. In contrast to adaptable systems, flexible ones
have the ability to change internally to fit changes from the environment. In contrast, the definition of
Ross et al. (Ross, Rhodes, & Hastings, 2008) and Fricke and Schulz (Fricke & Schulz, 2005) is the
exact opposite.
In fact, both terms have not been invented by engineering scientists, but they are part of habitual
language use. The Merriam Webster dictionary (Merriam Webster, 2011) defines the words adapt,
adaptable and flexible as follows: to adapt stands for “to make fit (as for a new use) often by
modification” and adaptable stands for “Closureable of becoming adapted”. In contrast, the word
flexible is explained as “Closureable of being flexed”, “yielding to influence” or “characterized by a
ready Closureability to adapt to new, different, or changing requirements”. According to this
definition adaptable can be considered as “Closureable of extrinsic modification” whereas flexible
can be considered as “Closureable of intrinsic modification”. However, in this project the
understanding of flexibility and adaptability is congruent with the definition proposed in Merriam
Webster dictionary (Merriam Webster, 2011) and Engel and Browning (Engel & Browning, 2008).
As a third term to be delaminated from the term adaptive is robust. Robust systems can withstand
external noise factors without changing themselves (Taguchi, 1987).
Like in adaptability, the basic concept of an “ility” is normally to combine a verb or an adjective with
the suffix “-ability”. Here, the ability of adapting something expresses to perform this task in a
reasonable time with a rational amount of effort. Therefore, the amount of adaptability of a system is
determined as the triangulation of time, effort, and costs to perform an adaption. The faster, easier,
and the cheaper the adaption is, the higher the adaptability of a system. Hence, adaptability is defined
as (Kissel & Schrieverhoff, 2012):
The ability of a system to perform external adaption cost-efficiently
and effectively.
There are different aspects characterizing adaptability (Bender, 2011; Gu et al., 2009; Hashemian,
2005) (see also Figure 1-1). If there is a clear intention of what should be adapted – which is usually
the case – then the adaptability is referred to as specific adaptability. If adaptability should be a
general property of a system, the parameters of adaption are not yet defined. A further distinction is
in who performs the adaption. Design Adaptability (also called producer adaptability) refers to
adaptations within the design of a product. In design adaptability, the same design with some
modifications can be used for various products. Product adaptability (also called user adaptability)
refers to the ability of a product to be adapted by the user in the form of a physical change.
Hashemian (2005) describes user adaptations as either the customizing or upgrading of a product or
the combination of several functions within a versatile product.
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Figure 1-4: Characterization of Adaptability (Hashemian, 2005)
Additionally, Hashemian (2005) distinguishes parallel and sequential adaptations: a parallel
adaptation extends the scope of applications of a design or a product. A reconfiguration is usually
reversible and should be as simple as possible for the user (compare a blender (Gu et al., 2009a)).
Sequential adaptations are not necessarily reversible but are conducted in order to equip the design or
the product with the most modern available technology.
Design for Adaptability is a topic intensively discussed in literature for several years (Engel &
Browning, 2008; Fletcher et al., 2009; Gu et al., 2009; Haberfellner & de Weck, 2005; Hashemian,
2005; Janthong et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008; Shao et al., 2008). Adaptable products are considered to
better fulfill stakeholders’ needs and have longer life time due to their upgradeability (Browning &
Honour, 2008; Engel & Browning, 2008). A product that features adaptability can – in theory –be
easily updated in a way that it delivers utmost value to the stakeholder. Therewith, also the lifetime of
the product can be enlarged. Adaptable design helps the manufacturer to modify or reuse existing
designs more efficiently to provide a variety of products on the markets (Gu et al., 2009a).
Comprehensive approaches addressing the enhancement of adaptability in systems have been
provided by several authors. Hashemian (2005) pioneers the field of adaptability and proposes a
methodology in which specific adaptability is performed first to take advantage of available forecast
information, and then general adaptability is addressed by the subordination of a system to a rational
functional structure as an approach for increasing general adaptability. To achieve those ends he
proposes methods and guidelines for designing mechanical systems closer to an ideal architecture. He
considers an ideal architecture to consist of a hierarchical assembly of autonomous functional
modules. Further he introduces a measure for the assessment of adaptability which is based on the
saving which is achieved by adapting a product instead of replacing it.
Gu et al. (Gu, Xue, & Nee, 2009b, p. 1370) name function modelling, design modelling, design
evaluation, and design process as key issues of achieving product adaptability. From the perspective
of the authors, function modelling of multiple functions to replace multiple products with a single
one is required, since design for adaptability aims to extend the functionality of products Design
modelling should be conducted in a way that designs can easily be changed to deliver different
functions and requirements. Further they put special emphasis on design evaluation by quantitative
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measures in addition to other life cycle evaluation measures, such as functional performance and
production costs, in order to decide between architectures. The metric used is analogous to the work
of Hashemian (2005) in the relative efforts of product adaptation and new product creation.
Fricke and Schulz (Fricke & Schulz, 2005) and Ross et al. (Ross et al., 2008) address the fields of
design for changeability defining adaptability as an important subset of changeability. Fricke and
Schulz (Fricke & Schulz, 2005) propose a solution framework of basic and extended principles which
serve as a guideline for system architects to design the system towards certain structural
characteristics such as coupling and modularity. Where basic principles are enablers identified as
supporting all four aspects of changeability leading to flexible, agile, robust and adaptive systems,
extending principles are supporting only selected aspects of changeability and have to be chosen
according to the specific goal.
Ross et al. (Ross et al., 2008) develop a changeability taxonomy and quantification method as basis
to achieve value robustness of large engineering systems, which is a strategy that may use various
other ilities in its attempt to maintain system value delivery over time in spite of context changes.
While the authors define passive value robustness as related to robustness, active value robustness
embraces changeability, and through dynamic matching of system offerings to stakeholder
expectations given varying contexts, can provide value over time even in highly uncertain or
unexpected future scenarios. In terms of metrics, Ross et al. (Ross et al., 2008, p. 9) state that
designing systems for changeability can only really be achievable if there is an approach for
quantification therof, especially in order to compare alternative architectures. As such, Multi
Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) is applied and the concept of the filtered outdegree
proposed. The typical MATE plot showing alternative architectures on a cost-utility space is
extended to map the possible states each architecture can achieve by means of changeability for a
cost below a determined acceptability threshold. The number of those states is introduced as the
filtered outdegree for that architecture and represents the quantification of the apparent changeability
(Ross et al., 2008, p. 9).
De Neufville and Scholtes (Richard de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011) introduce an approach for
flexibility in engineering design structured into the four phases (1) estimating the distribution of
future outcomes, (2) identifying candidate flexibilities, (3) evaluating and choosing flexible designs
and (4) implementing flexibility. They use Monte-Carlo-Simulation to explore the space of possible
future scenarios and environments, that a system might have to operate under and calculate the
Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) for alternative designs that incorporate more or less flexibility.
Thereby the authors achieve a monetary valuation of flexibility in system design compared to a rigid
design baseline.
Suh et al. (Suh, De Weck, & Chang, 2007) provide a framework and a case study on flexible product
platforms, with the objective of maximizing the revenue of a product platform. The authors introduce
an end-to-end design process for flexible product platforms which they coin as flexible platform
design process (FDPD). It consists of the seven steps (1) identify market, variants, and uncertainties,
(2) determine uncertainty-related key functional attributes and design variables, (3) optimize product
family and platform bandwidth, (4) identify critical elements for flexibility, (5) create flexible design
alternatives, (6) determine costs of design alternatives and (7) uncertainty analysis. Both quantitative
analysis as well as expert engineering knowledge are utilized for each step. Platforms exhibiting
more or less flexibility are evaluated in different market scenarios comprising different kinds and
amounts of uncertainty. Monte-Carlo-Simulation is conducted to determine the range of future
vehicle demand and revenue. Taking into account the cost structure of the respective platforms their
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ENPV is calculated and a decision for each platform can be based on the expected value and
distribution thereof.
Engel and Browning (Engel & Browning, 2008) model design for adaptability as an optimization
problem facing a tradeoff between option value on the one side and interface cost on the other. While
a system exhibits increasing option value in terms of being able to react to changing contextual
factors and integrating technical progress the more granular its architecture is designed, at the same
time the interface cost is driven to increase. They make use of Real Option Analysis, concretely the
Black-Scholes-Formula, to calculate the option value of each component and propose to evaluate the
lifecycle value of different architectures.
Browning & Honour (Browning & Honour, 2008) elaborate on the Lifecycle Value of technical
systems and present a conceptual approach to quantify a system’s Lifecycle Value based on the key
parameters (KPs) that have perceived value to the system’s stakeholders, which they define as a
relative measure between 0 and 1. The five steps of the approach the authors define are (1) Identify
Stakeholders, (2): Identify System KPs, (3) Create a Holistic Measure of Stakeholder Value and (4)
Anticipate and Quantify the Evolution of KPs and (5) Measure Stakeholder Value over Time. The
authors define adaptability of a system as key to maximizing the LCV under changing circumstances,
stakeholder preferences and evolving technology.

1.4 How to use this guideline?
The purpose of this guideline is to sketch out a proceeding to cope with different aspects of DfA in an
industrial context. Due to the diversity of industrial application fields for DfA, the guideline claims to
be as general as necessary but as practical and detailed as possible.
Dependent on the underlying business case for DfA the user can chose from different methods and
tailor the methodology to his/her unique case and objectives. In the following sections the main
building blocks of the methodology are explained step-by-step. Additionally, the selection of
appropriate methods to fit the different criteria, is also highlighted.

1.5 What tools are available and have been used?
In the context of the AMISA project, software tools were developed and applied by Tel Aviv
University and Technical University of Munich to support Design for Adaptability on an architecture
basis. A comprehensive manual is a part of this documentation and can be found in Chapter 4. Figure
shows a screenshot of the DfA tool.
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Figure 1-5: Screenshot of the DfA tool
While the DfA tool is an advanced and well established software instrument, some statistics-based
tool were used as a vehicle to develop and support the ENPV Option Value calculation. It will also be
discussed in this guideline and serve as a means for concept generation and presentation but is not
made available. Figure shows a screenshot of the results of a Monte-Carlo-simulation computed by
an internally developed tool using Excel, R, and RExcel.

Figure 1-6: Monte-Carlo-Simulation to compute Option Value Calculation (implemented in
RExcel)
A commercially available and easy to use software for conducting Monte-Carlo-Simulations is
@Risk. The Tool enables the user add probabilistic uncertainties to inputs in Excel-Sheet and
visualize the results of the MCS in various forms.
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2 Theoretical Concepts for Methodology and Software
Tool
2.1 TRIZ Technology Forecasting
The Evolution of Technology is an essential driver for Design for Adaptability and the theoretical
concepts presented in this chapter are fundamental for the Option Valuation both in the AMISA
Software-Tool as well as in the Monte-Carlo Approach.
As we speak, technology develops and more and more potent systems and components are making
the transition to the market. One of DfA’s benefits is constituted by the fact that technological
progress occurring after the release of a system can still contribute to its performance at a later day.
According to the theory of inventive problem solving – TRIZ, systems strive towards higher ideality,
which means they provide more functionality while needing fewer resources (Orloff, 2006). While
the forecasting of technology development is a basic factor in strategic product planning of
portfolios, it is so far not systematically addressed in ROA, and therefore one major potential for
value increase by DfA is neglected.
Figure 2-1: depicts a typical S-Curve-Development of a technical system over time in relation to
certain functionality. While performance improvement is low during the Childhood of systems, it
increases rapidly after the Transition Point until it reaches Maturity and the potential of the
technology is at its limit. Another technology fulfilling the same function might overcome that limit
and evolve itself in another S-Curve – reflecting a Technology Jump. Knowledge about a systems
position on an S-Curve supports a developer to estimate the next steps of system evolution and derive
potential performance increase, a method called Evolutionary Forecasting. The method is described
in more detail in Section 3.2, but some indicators for the position on the curve can be named at this
stage: number of inventions, level of inventions, performance increase, market penetration or
profitability. (Mann, 2003)
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Figure 2-1: Technological Evolution: S-Curve and Radar-Chart [comp. Mann 2003]
The light and dark arrows in the S-Curve diagram of Figure 2-1: indicate the functionality of a
component at the current stage and at a future date. The delta represents the potential functionality
increase. Many components fulfill not only one functionality, but several. In that case several SCurve analyses can be depicted in a radar chart, as shown on the right hand side of the figure. Each
axis describes the Evolutionary Potential between two given points in time for
functionality/performance of a component.
2.1.1

Scope

For the assessment of Technological Evolution of systems, evolution concepts of technical systems
and Laws of Technical System Evolution are reviewed. This way experts in system design can
evaluate possible ways of performance increase on judge, based on their experience, if any are
applicable for the system under supervision. The information laid out is based on (Любомирский,
Литвин, Iai, & Tau, 2011). While concepts of System Evolution are presented in this chapter the
detailed description of the laws of technical systems evolution are to be found in Appendix B.
2.1.2

Systems evolution concepts

According to TRIZ theory, Systems evolve in direction of increasing ideality. "Ideality" is defined as
“The sum of good things in the system divided by the sum of the bad things in the system”.

Ideality 

 Good things   System functionalities
 Bad things
 System costs



"Good things" = System functionalities = Sum of system functional Closureabilities



"Bad things" = System cost of technical systems = Sum of expenditures (NRE, RE, Use…)

The TRIZ concept includes the following ideas:
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1. IFR – Ideal Final Result defined as a theoretically evolutionary limit of the system in which
all the good things are delivered and all bad things disappear.
2. "Evolutionary Limit" – practically limit of system ideality
3. "Evolutionary Potential" – distance between the "System Today" and "Evolutionary Limit"
The concept is illustrated in Figure 2-2:

Figure 2-2: Systems evolving in the direction of increased ideality
2.1.2.1

Evolutionary limit

Natural science limits every system in terms of physical, chemical and other similar processes that
underpin the functioning of the system.

Example: precision optical measurement systems are
limited to the wavelength of light

Commercial development considerations impose additional restrictions. Often, their general formula
goes something like this: "You can improve the system, but it will be too expensive."
2.1.3

Trends of S-Curve evolution

The pattern of technical systems evolution occurs in such a way that the graphics of the time
dependence of these parameters are S-shaped forms.
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When trying to locate the technical systems on an S-curve, it is necessary to indicate the main
parameters that were under evaluation. The level of system "Ideality" should be evaluated in the
system "Operational Zone".
Example: Hand drill versus Drill machine: Generally speaking the Drill Machine is more ideal (e.g.
accuracy, productivity, cost, technical systems, -RE, size, use, maintenance), but in a home
environment the high accuracy, productivity etc. is not required and the Hand drill is more "Ideal"

versus

2.1.3.1

System evolving stages

Systems evolve in four typical stages:
2.1.3.1.1 1st stage
The first phase begins with the technical systems development and characterized by very slow
improvement in key system parameters. At this stage a refinement of the system scope, improvement
of the system structure and technical systems elements occurs, as well as debugging of their
interaction with other system elements and super-system.

Main features of the 1st Stage
At this stage, the system has not yet entered the market or it is used in small, strictly limited niche.
Duration of the first stage can be very different. For example, we know that anti-tank gun was set up
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incredibly quickly - from the date of issue of specifications to running in batch production took only
a few months. On the other hand, the fuel cell was invented in the 19th century, and the stage of
commercial use came only at the end of the 20th, that is, "childhood" of the technical systems lasted
for almost 100 years!

Characteristics of the 1st stage
The system is characterized by lack of resources. In this situation, developers usually concentrate on
the core system, and for supporting elements the system uses already existing systems, developed for
other applications (with a minimum required adaptations).

2.1.3.1.2 2nd stage
At the second stage, there is a rapid growth in the main parameters of the system however the cost is
usually not increasing substantially.

Main features of the 2nd stage
The system has almost reached a level sufficient to initiate market penetration. The system has
evolved so that its ideality (the ratio of functionality to cost) meets commercial requirements and the
system begins to be profitable. The investment risk of such systems is greatly reduced.

Characteristics of the 2nd stage
Developers of such systems begin to invest more resources, which naturally leads to an increase in
the main technical parameters of the system. This is true also for non-profit systems (e.g., defense
systems).
2.1.3.1.3 3rd stage
In the 3rd stage of development, the progress of the system slows down sharply in spite of increasing
efforts to improve the system because it approaches its technical limits.

Main features of the 3rd stage
The production output stabilizes due to the fact that, using the full provisions of the development, the
system has already filled all available niches, and it exhausts the demand.

Characteristics of the 3rd stage
Typically, the number of patents issued for the system may be kept at a high level but the quality
level of these patents becomes law. Usually at this stage, the system brings a significant profit, which
causes increased competition, accompanied by constant attempts to improve the systems and, at the
same time, protect it from competitors, which, in turn, is reflected in patent activity.
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2.1.3.1.4 4th stage
This stage is usually characterized by a definite degradation or reduction of the functional parameters
of the system relative to expectations.

Main features of the 4th stage
Production volume (absolute or relative) is significantly reduced and profitability is reduced
accordingly. The system is displaced from its formerly occupied niches where more efficient systems
emanating from the second stage of development replace it.

Characteristics of the 4th stage
Some systems in the late 4th stage die and become completely out of use, but many systems survive.
Usually they are located in specific niches, where their advantages outweigh the disadvantages. There
are a number of typical niches - antiques, decorative products, souvenirs, toys, technical systems,
equipment, etc. It also happens that systems are revived from oblivion, or vegetating in specific
niches, for example, body armor.

→

2.1.3.2

Ideality increasing trends

Fundamentally, there are three trends of increasing ideality:

Improving system's functionality with no significant change in cost
This way of perfection is usually characteristic of systems that are on the 1st and 2nd stages of the Scurve of development.

Reducing cost without changing system's functionality.
This way of development is usually characteristic of systems that are on the 3rd stage of the S-curve
of development.

Increasing functionality at lower cost
This is the most effective way to improve the system. It is usually characteristic of the system
transition to a new S-curve of development.
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Example: A prominent transition from slide riles (1) to calculators (2) to vacuum tube-based
computers (3) to modern laptop PCs (4):
(2)

(3)

(1)

(4)

The following figure depicts the typical trends in system evolution:

Figure 2-3: Summation of typical trends in system evolution

2.1.4

Overview of laws of technical systems evolution

The following figure summarizes the laws of technical systems evolution. As indicated at the
beginning of the chapter the detailed description of the laws can be found in Appendix B.
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Laws of technical system evolution

System
convergence
- 3.1

Systems
merging
- 3.2

Flow
conductivity
- 3.3

Enhanced
coordination
- 3.4

Transition to
super system
- 3.7

Controllability
- 3.5

Similar systems merging - 3.2.1

Shape/Form coordination - 3.4.1

Convoluted system merging - 3.2.2

Timing & rhythm coordination - 3.4.2

Alternative system merging - 3.2.3

Materials coordination - 3.4.3

Integration of inverse systems - 3.2.4

Action coordination - 3.4.4

Dynamization
- 3.6

Displacement
of human
- 3.9

Increasing
system
completeness
– 3.8

Technology
general
progress
- 3.11

Uneven system
development
- 3.10

Space coordination - 3.4.5

Parameters coordination 3.4.6

Figure 2-4: Summary of laws of technical systems evolution

2.2 Valuation of architecture alternatives
2.2.1

Options Theory

2.2.1.1

Introduction to option theory

Economic options theory has been applied to engineering design in an effort to “design in” flexibility
(De Neufville, 2001 & 2003). The current theory of economic options distinguishes between three
types: (1) financial options, (2) real options and (3) real “in” options. Our research seeks to develop
an optimal approach to DfA by proposing a new, further stage: Architecture Options (AO) depicted
in Figure Figure 2-5. AOs provide a quantitative means of exploring the optimal degree of design
flexibility in a system to maximize its lifetime value for varied stakeholders.

Financial
Options

Real Options

Real “in”
Options

Architecture
Options

Figure 2-5: From “financial options” to “architecture options”
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In finance and economics, an option is “the right but not the obligation to exercise a feature of a
contract at a future date” (Higham, 2004). This can be translated into systems engineering by
identifying certain flexibility vis-à-vis the system’s future evolution. In other words, we associate the
set of software and hardware components and interfaces embodying the system architecture with a
set of economic options that can be exercised in the future as the system is upgraded.
The establishment of a right understanding of the meaning of all kind of options is key to understand
the successively analogous application of options theory from financial field to engineering purposes.
For this reason, the different kinds of options are explained in the following pages in the
chronological order of appearance of the concepts in the scientific community.
2.2.1.2

Financial Options

In finance, an option is a contract whereby the contract buyer has a right to exercise a feature of the
contract (the option) at a future date (the exercise date), and the seller (or “writer”) has the obligation
to honor the specified feature of the contract. Since the option gives the buyer a right and the seller an
obligation, the buyer has received something of value. The amount the buyer pays the seller for the
option is called the option price or premium. The term “financial options” refers to a derivative
security, an option which gives the holder of the option the right to purchase or sell a security at a
predefined time in the future, for a predetermined amount (strike price or exercise price).
Depending on the kind of feature that the buyer gets, financial options are classified in (Grabbe,
1982):


Call option: the buyer of the contract gets the right to buy the financial instrument at the
specified price at a future date.



Put option: the buyer of the contract gets the right to sell the financial instrument at the
specified price at the specified future date.

BUYER

Financial
Call
Option

Financial
Put
Option

acquires

BUYER

acquires

OPTION
PRICE or
PREMIUM
The right to purchase the asset in
the future at a specified price

OPTION
PRICE or
PREMIUM
The right to sell the asset in the
future at a specified price

SELLER

grants

SELLER

grants

Figure 2-6: Outline of the implications of call and put financial options
Financial Options are also classified according to the maturity date (Grabbe, 1982, p.1) in:
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European option: the option can only be exercised at the maturity date, i.e. at a single predefined point in time. After this date, whether the option has been exercised or not, it is no
longer valid. The implication of a European option is the fact that its value is entirely
dependent on the value of the underlying asset at the end of the contract.



American option: the option can be exercised at any time until the maturity date, i.e. during
all its life. The differentiating feature of an American option is the fact that its value varies
according to the value of the underlying asset over the life of the contract. This means that the
buyer may wait for an advantageous price and exercise the option.

Options are attractive because they offer the buyer the prospect of high gains with limited losses. As
mentioned before, the holder of an option has the right to exercise the option, but no obligation to
exercise it.
2.2.1.3

Real Options

The concept of real options originated in the field of finance (Myers, 1984) but is concerned with
physical assets traded in markets. Specifically, they refer to elements of a system that provide rights
to achieve some goal without obligations. For example, a modular system architecture, in which
components such as computers can be easily replaced, gives the system’s stakeholders an ability to
do so (at a particular level of cost) which they otherwise would not have (at the same level of cost) if
the system was highly integral. Real options analysis blends technical and market considerations.
This observation has important implications for how financial options analysis translates into system
design. Since the early 1990s, numerous authors (Baldwin & Clark, 2000) have extended this
analysis to engineering systems. Zhao & Tseng (2003) and other researchers offer case studies
demonstrating the practicality and the effectiveness of real options. For general information about
real options, readers are referred to Copeland & Antikarov (2003), who provide guidance on how to
maximize investment opportunities by utilizing uncertainty as an asset while reducing downside risk.
The real options approach to systems design attempts to manage the major risks confronting the
design. It seeks opportunities to build real options into design, evaluates these possibilities, and
implements the best ones. Unlike conventional decision analysis, which works with a predetermined
set of possible decision paths, the options approach seeks to identify new paths and change the
decision tree by adding flexibility for its own sake. Thinking in terms of real options illuminates
opportunities that designers may have previously underused or ignored. Real options analysis hints at
a way to estimate the value of system flexibility.
In this context, it often might be cost-effective to stage or stream the development of systems
(incrementally) to bring parts of it into service as needed. Streaming avoids the development of
unnecessary Closureability and Capacity. It also defers some expenses, which can considerably
reduce the (present value) cost of a system. Moreover, when the implementation of later stages is
deferred until needed, the design of the system can accommodate the latest technology and cater
more precisely to the latest needs.
The behavior of a real option for the stakeholders is analogous to the behavior of the call option from
the position of the buyer. This fact creates a strong link between financial options and real options,
key for the analogous development of the theory both conceptually and in applicable methods. The
most remarkable analogies are:


Both are a mechanism to postpone a decision
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Both have the purpose of taking some profit with the waiting



Both let the buyer to get unlimited opportunity with limited losses (they are a way to avoid
risk)



Postponing the decision has an associated cost
COST OF
PREPARING THE
PROJECT FOR
THE OPTION

STAKEHOLDERS

Real
Option
acquire

The right but not the obligation,
to do something for a certain
cost within or at a specific period
of time

PROJECT

grants

Figure 2-7: Outline of implications of a real option
2.2.1.4

Real “In” Options

Real “in” options (De Neufville, 2001) is a recent extension to real options that categorizes them as
either “on” or “in” projects. Real options “on” projects are financial options taken on technical
things, treating the particular system as a “black box,” while real options “in” projects (ROIP) are
options created by changing the system design. A simple example of a real option “in” a system is a
spare tire on a car: it gives the driver the right (without the obligation) to change a tire at any time
(Wang, 2005; Wang & de Neufville, 2006).
In general, ROIP require a deep technical understanding of the system being developed. Because
such knowledge is not readily available among options analysts, there have so far been few analyses
of ROIP, despite the important opportunities available. Moreover, because the data available for
analyzing ROIP are of much poorer quality than those for financial options or real options “on”
projects, ROIP require their own appropriate analysis framework. Nevertheless, ROIP can be very
effective. For example, de Weck et al. (2004) evaluated real options “in” a satellite communication
system and determined that their use could increase the value of the system by at least 25%. In that
case, the real options “in” the satellite constellation were additional positioning rockets and fuel,
which provided a flexible design that could adjust Capacity according to need.
2.2.1.5

Architecture Options

An AO provides the system with the right but not the obligation to change (replace, upgrade, etc) a
component at a specified cost (upgrade cost (UC)) on a future date. In order to incorporate the option
to the system there are likely some actions in system architecture that have to be done. Those actions
are changes in the architecture of the system that usually aim to make easier the access to the
component due to a clear definition of interfaces, isolation of the component and its functions, etc.
But those actions to prepare the system for the possible future change incur a cost, which is the
option cost (Schrieverhoff et al., 2012).
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grants

Figure 2-8: Outline of implications of an architecture option
Architecture options are a new further stage in options theory which aim to apply options thinking to
introduce adaptability in systems (Engel & Browning, 2008, p.3). One starts with a minimal building
block, the component. A component is a software or hardware object with clearly defined interfaces.
It enClosuresulates specific functionality and interacts with other components and/or with the
environment. We seek to determine the option value of a component analogously to the approach
used in financial options. An adaptable architecture scenario is a predefined architecture that can
comprise a set of AO and its value could also be estimated.
Keeping of market approach:
look at monetary benefits of
investments on real projects

Change of
approach: look
at the product
and its functions

Change of approach:
look at product
components and their
connections

Complex
analogy

Very complex
analogy

Relatively easy
analogy

FINANCIAL
OPTIONS

REAL OPTIONS
“ON” PROJECTS

REAL OPTIONS
“IN” PROJECTS

ARCHITECTURE
OPTIONS

OPTIONS THEORY

Figure 2-9: Development of options theory and complexity of each step in the analogy
2.2.1.6

Options Valuation

The decision of the realization or not of all kinds of options follows the same systematic process: at
first, the option is posed, then it has to be evaluated (to know the option value) and at the end, it is
realized or not depending on the result of the evaluation. Thus, options valuation is a key part of the
process that provides the necessary information for designers to support them to take the decision of
application of options.
The economic value of financial options is determined in financial markets through the mechanism of
supply and demand. Options buyers and sellers assess the value of an options contract by how likely
it is to meet their expectations. In the language of options, that is determined by whether or not the
option is likely to be “in-the-money.” A call option (giving the holder an option to buy) is in-themoney if the current market value of the underlying instrument is above the exercise price of the
option. A put option (giving the holder the option to sell) is in-the-money if the current market value
of the underlying interest is below the exercise price. Therefore, the intrinsic value of an option is the
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profit that would be received if the option were exercised immediately. Unfortunately, there is no
way to know this final intrinsic value in advance.
Historically the pricing (evaluation) of financial options was entirely ad hoc. Traders with good
intuition about how other traders would price options made money and those without it lost money.
Then in 1973 Fischer Black and Myron Scholes published a paper proposing what became known as
the Black-Scholes pricing model (Black & Scholes, 1973), which led to a 1997 Nobel Prize. The
model gave a theoretical value for simple put and call options, given assumptions about the behavior
of stock prices. The availability of a good estimate of an option’s theoretical price contributed to the
explosion of trading in options. Researchers have subsequently generalized Black-Scholes to the
Black model, and have developed other methods of option valuation, including Monte Carlo
simulation and binomial models.
Further research is needed to define a method for generating options values estimations in AOs. A
natural approach is to continue the analogy between financial options and AOs. This means adopting
the methods for financial option pricing and expanding them to calculate architecture option values.
Two different approaches for architecture options valuation based on two different models were
developed during the AMISA project. One approach uses the Black-Scholes Model and the other
approach applies the Monte Carlo Model. For this reason, both should be extensively explained.
2.2.2

Black-Scholes Model

It is a mathematical model for pricing European financial options using the Black-Scholes equation.
The model provides quantitative means to estimate the intrinsic value of an option based on the
following key parameters:


Current price of the underlying instrument: as it increases, so does the value of a call
option; as it decreases, so does the value of a put option.



Exercise (or strike) price is fixed for the life of the option, but every underlying instrument
has several exercise prices for each expiration time. The higher the strike price, the lower the
value of a call option, and the higher the value of a put option.



Volatility is measured as the annualized standard deviation of the returns on the underlying
instrument. Options increase in value as volatility increases, since options with higher
volatility have a greater chance of expiring in-the-money.



Time to expiration is measured as the fraction of a year. As with volatility, longer times to
expiration increase the value of options, since there is a greater chance that the option will
expire in-the-money with a longer time to expiration.



Risk-free interest rate is the rate of interest needed to fund the purchase of the underlying
instrument or exercise it under a no-risk assumption.

Table 2-1 depicts the parameters of the Black-Scholes model for calculating a financial option price
at any given time:
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Table 2-1: The parameters of the Black-Scholes model
Financial Options

Symbol

Description

Current stock price

S

The current price of the stock

Strike price

X

The price for which the holder of an option may exercise a
contract for the purchase / sale of the underlying stock

Volatility

σ

A statistical measure of the stock price fluctuation over a specific
time span (i.e., the measure of the stock price uncertainty)

Time to expiration

T

The time the call option will expire

Risk-free interest rate

r

Interest rates under the assumption of no risk

Option price

C

Option price under the European trading system equal to the value
discounted at a risk-free rate of interest.

The expected value of a European call option is given by E[Max(St – X,0)] - i.e., the expected value
of the call will be either the amount by which the stock price (St) exceeds the strike price at time t, or
zero, whichever is larger. The European call option price (C) is the value discounted at a risk-free
rate of interest:

C  e rT E  Max(St  X , 0)

(1)

Assuming risk-free conditions, ln St can be approximated by the following probability distribution,
written in terms of   Mean, Standard Deviation :

ln St   ln S  (r   2 / 2)T ,  T 

(2)

Evaluating the right-hand side of (1) leads to the Black-Scholes valuation of a call option:

C  S N (d1 )  Xe rT N (d2 )

(3)

Where

d1 

ln( S / X )  (r   2 / 2)T
,
 T

(4)

d2 

ln( S / X )  (r   2 / 2)T
 d1   T
 T

(5)

and N(x) is the cumulative probability distribution function for a standardized normal variable.
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The Black-Scholes formula is an important mathematical tool in modern finance theory. However, its
derivation is based on several simplifying assumptions. The Black-Scholes formula uses the
following assumptions:
a) The short-term interest rate is known and is constant through time.
b) The stock price follows a random walk in continuous time with a variance rate proportional to
the square of the stock price. Thus, the distribution of possible stock prices at the end of any
finite interval is lognormal and the variance rate of the return on the stock is constant.
c) The stock pays no dividends or other contributions.
d) The option is “European”, that is, it can only be exercised at maturity.
e) There are no transaction costs in buying or selling the stock or the option.
f) It is possible to borrow any fraction of the price of a security to buy or hold it, at the shortterm interest rate.
g) There are no penalties to short selling. A seller who does not own a security will accept the
price of the security from a buyer, and will agree to settle with the buyer at some future date
by paying him an amount equal to the price of the security on that date.
Due to these assumptions the Black-Scholes method may not be as universally applicable in the real
financial world as is often thought. The interested reader may refer to (Clarkson, 1995) for a detailed
analysis of these simplifying assumptions and their practical implications. Furthermore, the
application of the model for real options valuation is still an open issue (Wang, 2005) that should be
further studied to prove the applicability and reliability of the results.
In the AMISA project the Black-Scholes model is used as basis for the estimation of the adaptability
value at component level in the DfA-Tool (explained in Chapter 4). The model is used for
simplification reasons needed for the analysis at component level due of the large amount of input
and offers a feasible solution that allows to find an optimize architecture for adaptability under
realistic constrains.
2.2.3

Monte Carlo Simulation

The Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) is a problem solving technique used to approximate the
probability of certain outcomes by running multiple trial runs (called simulations) using random
samples of variables from probability distributions as inputs (Investopedia, 2012). It is based in the
conviction that whatever the distribution of stock value will be at the time the option expires, that
distribution is determined by processes that drive the movements of the asset value between now and
the expiration date (Brach, 2003, p.27). If a model to represent such a process can be specified, then
the process can be simulated using a computer. The different sources of uncertainty and their
influences are considered by introducing the input variables as probability distributions and also by
including certain randomness in the simulation model.
The way of operation is as follows (see Figure ):
1) Definition of input parameters for the simulation model as probability distributions.
2) Random selection of inputs sample from the probability distributions.
3) Simulation of the process based on the simulation model (including randomness if necessary).
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4) Obtaining of output (in case of FO: stock value at the time the option expires).
5) n iterations between 2) and 4).
6) Once all the iterations are done, the output sample is shown as histogram.
In the case of options, the option price will be derived from the stock price calculated using the
Monte Carlo method. With all the possible stock prices available and their probability to occur, it is
possible to calculate a range of option prices and thus determine the probability distribution of option
price. The more simulations are performed, the higher the accuracy of the method (Brach, 2003,
p.27).
In short, MCS is a computerized mathematical technique of simulation which can simulate several
sources of uncertainties that affect the price of the stock. It assigns probability distributions for any
factor which has inherent uncertainty and iterates many times simulating different scenarios. Then, it
provides a range of possible outcomes (stock price when it is applied to FO valuation) based on the
probabilities they occur and the option price can be derived from the outcomes.

Input parameters in
form of probability
distributions

n random sample of
inputs from the
probability distributions

Randomness
Simulation
Model

Simulation of
possible situation
(scenario for n)

Output (n)

Iterations (n = 1 to N)
Output in form of
histogram (results
from n = 1 to N)

Figure 2-10: Schema of the Monte Carlo Model for simulation
The Monte Carlo method is a generic technique to deal with problems under uncertainty that has
been successfully applied to a vast number of scientific problems and not only in finance. However,
the Closureability of the method to represent real options behavior should still be proven as well as
the feasibility of obtaining the necessary inputs.
In the Methodology, the MC method is used for option value estimation in order to quantify the
monetary benefit of an adaptable architecture option. Monte Carlo simulations are executed to
calculate under uncertainty the Average Net Present Value of the architecture.
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2.3 Multiple Domain Matrix
One modeling approach used within the DfA methodology is the Multiple Domain Matrix (MDM)
introduced by Maurer (2007). The MDM combines Design Structure Matrix (DSM) and Domain
Mapping Matrix (DMM).
DSM models allow analysis of dependencies between elements of one domain, e.g. the
interconnections of components (Steward, 1981). By the use of multiple DSMs, several types of
interconnections can be displayed: in the case of components, one DSM can depict the special
contacts between components while another depicts the energy flow between components, as
illustrated in Figure .

Comp 1

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 2

Comp 1

Comp 2

Comp 1

Comp 3

Comp 2

Comp 4
Comp 3

Comp 4

Comp 3

Comp 4

Comp 3

Comp 4

Figure 2-11: Modeling different types of connections by DSM
(Danilovic & Browning, 2004 & 2007) extended the DSM to DMM. DMM can model and analyze
dependencies between elements of two different domains, e.g. which technical functions are fulfilled
by which component, as illustrated by the left matrix in Figure 2.
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The MDM allows the integrated modeling of intra-dependencies within one domain as well as interdependencies between different domains. By matrix multiplication it is also possible to derive
indirect dependencies of components, e.g. components linked by fulfilling the same functions, as
shown in Figure . Components C3 and C4 are not directly linked but are fulfilling the same function
F2. When adapting the system’s architecture this indirect relationship might be important in terms of
unconsidered correlations. If unconsidered those could cause incompatibilities, disturbances, etc.

x
x

x
x

x

DMM

Figure 2-12: Deriving indirect dependencies by matrix calculation
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3 AMISA Design for Adaptability (DfA) Methodology
3.1 Overview of Systematic Approach towards the Design of
Adaptable Systems
In this section, we propose a generic procedure for how to handle adaptations in system architecture
design. As each business case and initial situation is individual and exhibits different characteristics
and needs, the procedure within the steps can be concerted in different ways so that the best results
can be achieved individually. In this context, this property is called “tailorability”. The major
building blocks of the methodology, their contained sub-steps, required input and output will be
described in order to effectively navigate to the ‘ultimate goal’: the recommendation of how to
efficiently design a system that provides the desired amount of adaptability. The purpose of the
methodology is to outline:


if any adaptation can be made efficiently and effectively,



how and where in the system the adaptation can be performed,



when and at what cost the system should be adapted.

Figure illustrates the main steps of the DfA methodology. As mentioned before, the DfA
methodology is tailorable. Depending on the type of adaptability (design or product), particular
products and boundary conditions, steps and sub-steps can be adapted, left out or be enhanced by
additional methods which are not originally considered within the DfA methodology.
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Problem Statement
Variant Management, constraints and boundary
conditions

Business Case Clarification

Criteria-Based Modeling
Identification of Relevant
Criteria

Identification of Relevant Model
Elements and System Modeling

Model Analysis

Variant Analysis

Engineering Change Scenario Assessment
Bottom-up Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization of
architecture

Top-Down Architecture Scenario Assessment

Cost Evaluation
Estimation of Costs in Product Adaptability

Estimation of Costs in Design Adaptability

Option Value Estimation
Economic Model

VASA Approach

Discussion of Results
Measures to Improve Architecture

Methodology Feedback

Planning of Further Steps

Figure 3-1: AMISA DfA Methodology
The methodology starts with the “Problem Statement”. This first step is essential. The clarification
of the underlying business case is important (1) to outline in which way adaptability can provide
value to the user and (2) to select the subsequent steps of the methodology. For identifying and
selecting relevant business cases and key parameters (KPs), scenario methods and expert interviews
in combination with an initial TRIZ Technology Forecasting can be conducted in order to estimate
future evolution of needs and technology. In this phase, boundary conditions are also analyzed: e.g.
do variants or other module-driver limit the solution space for DfA?
In the second phase “Criteria-based Modeling”, relevant criteria for the re-design of the
system’s/product’s architecture are defined based on the requirement analysis in the previous step.
These criteria act as objectives for the modeling process as well as for the architecture re-design.
They also include system’s constraints which need to be considered: e.g. modules which cannot be
split or components which cannot be combined due to specific reasons. For the modeling process, an
efficient level of detail is defined and relevant system elements are identified. The system can be
modeled by using DSM/MDM-approaches which are also implemented within the DfA tool. Based
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on this, the system’s architecture is analyzed for potential point of improvement by the use of
structural metrics.
Within the “Engineering Change Scenario Assessment” possible new, more adaptable system
architectures are developed, based on the system model and the results of the structural metrics
analysis. These alternative architectures are assessed regarding the criteria/key parameters defined in
the previous steps.
In the fourth step “Cost Evaluation” the costs of the new adaptable system are estimated. This
includes e.g. the development costs for the new architecture as well as the production, assembling
and upgrading costs. At this, having a more adaptable system implies two types of extra costs:
“Option Costs (OC)” and “Upgrade Costs (UC)”. OC are all costs which occur in advance when
designing and offering an adaptable system, e.g. for product adaptability, a customer pays the OC to
get the option of upgrading a product in the future (the upgrade is a right but no obligation). UC only
occur when the upgrade is performed. In the case of product adaptability, these are the costs for
implementing the upgrade into the system. Depending on strategic considerations, a company might
split and shift the total costs more to OC or UC, e.g. selling the option for free and earning money by
the upgrade or maybe selling the upgrades for free and earning money by selling the option.
In the following step “Option Value Estimation”, the expected customer value of the new adaptable
system is estimated. First, the evolution of the technical Key Parameters (KPs) is assessed in detail
using TRIZ technology forecasting among other methods. For deriving the OV two different
approaches are considered within the DfA methodology. (1) Black-Scholes method estimates the OV
for components and congregated systems as used in the tool, while (2) Monte-Carlo simulation is
utilized for calculating the OV for adaptability scenarios, including system architectures as a whole.
In the last step “Discussion of Results” the recommendations for the newly designed adaptable
system is assessed critically regarding the fulfillment of the initially defined requirements and its
validity. Due to the DfA methodology not being static, the methodology should also be evaluated for
improvement by each execution.

3.2 Problem Statement
This step defines the frame for the adaptability project by determining the system of interest,
potential changes in the future and boundary conditions as well as constraints for designing a more
adaptable system.

Problem Statement
Business Case Clarification
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Goals of this step
 Definition of Adaptability Use Case
o System/product of interest
o Type of adaptability:
 product adaptability for changing products on the market in the future
 design adaptability for efficiently deriving future variants
o Which system’s requirements might change and which way in the future?
 Definition of Adaptability Scenario
o Concrete scenario
o Which system’s features/functionalities/parameter might be affected by the change of
requirements?
 Analysis of boundary conditions and constraints (incl. variants)
o Which factors might limit the system’s redesign (e.g. costs, time, variants)?
 Definition of list of possible assessment criteria for the alternative solutions
Aspects for tailoring
 For systems with low complexity a direct link between changing requirements and affected
features/parameters might be derived: in this case Adaptability Use Case and Scenario can be
combined.
 For complex systems with a variety of possible scenarios, scenario technique aspects can be
enhanced by TRIZ or an extended expert consultation.
 The variant management analysis can be scaled to the particular system’s complexity.
The result of this step is a documented change scenario and a list of possible assessment criteria for
the alternative solutions.
The business case clarification can be supported by the following Business Case Questionnaire:
 Who is the instigator of the change:
o internal or external stakeholder (initiated change)?
o the system itself (emergent change)?
 Who will prepare and implement the change?
o Change agent: designer, system architect
 Who will decide about the change and the solution of how to implement it?
 How can the objectives of the change be assessed?
 At which level of the product-portfolio should the change be implemented (i.e. on
component-, module-, product-, product family-, or product-portfolio level)?
 How high is the prioritization of the change?
o change has to be implemented immediately or later
 How does the resource allocation for the change process look like?
 Is there any knowledge about business needs, constraints, or lessons learned from prior
similar cases?
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Business Case Clarification

The clarification of the adaptability business case is a crucial step to assure a target-oriented decision
support. Due to designing a system in terms of general adaptability being too expensive, it is
necessary to identify systems or subsystems which are likely to change and in the future and
therefore relevant in terms of specific adaptability.
In the beginning, the overall product/system and the specific sub-system of interest need to be
defined. It is stated on which level of the product-portfolio the change should be implemented (i.e. on
component-, module-, product-, product family-, or product-portfolio level). For this subsystem then
possible future trends are identified, by using trend analysis, scenario-techniques and expert
interviews.
Design adaptability and product adaptability have been introduced in Chapter 2. Each type presents
different boundary conditions and pursues different goals. Along the guideline some procedures and
models of support to DfA for these two types of adaptability cases are identical, while in other steps
of the methodology using different approaches apply due to different boundary conditions. For this
reason, the case definition is a fundamental part of the methodology, since it will determine the
direction to follow in the steps where parallel approaches exist (see Figure ).
The difference between design and product adaptability lies in the stage of design in which the
adaptability of the system is focused:


Design adaptability: the adaptability is provided in the design stage (within the company).
The adaptable design allows the creation of a variety of different designs (variants) based on a
common first adaptable design. Therefore adaptability is in this case beneficial for the
producer of the system, but it does not influence the system’s lifecycle performance.



Product adaptability: the adaptability is provided in the use stage (outside the company).
The adaptable product allows physical changes to be able to fulfil different changing
requirements. This can for example be achieved by upgrades of product’s components.
Therefore, adaptability is in this case beneficial for the user of the system, but it does not
influence the performance of the design.
Amisa Methodology
Amisa Economic Model
Design Adaptability

Product Adaptability

ENPV Approach
Key Parameters

1) Revenue

Market volume

Enables access to

t

and/or

x

Market share
Increases

t
and/or

KP1 New closure
KP2
KP3

New
package
Energy
Efficiency

KP4 Eco - Class

x

Margin
Increases

t

2) Cost

Value

Cost Cuts

Leads to

t

3) Add-on Features
Willingness to Pay
Leads to

t

Amisa Software Tool

Figure 3-2: Methodology tailorability depending on the use case
The following questions support the identification of the particular type of adaptability:
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Does the producer of the product want to release, with less cost and time, products that fulfil
different user requirements?



Does the user of a product want to modify the product during its lifecycle to fulfil different
requirements using the same single product?

In case the first question receives a positive answer, the use case is design adaptability. In case the
positive answer is for the second question, the use case is product adaptability. It can occur that both
the answers are positive. In this case, both types of adaptability are desired and they can be
considered as independent cases using the parallel models.
Subsequently, attributes that provide most value if being designed adaptably are identified. These
attributes, defined as key parameters (KPs) above, capture physical, functional, and other
performance aspects that are of subjective value to one or several stakeholders (Browning & Honour,
2008; Ross et al., 2008). Adaptations provide value in two cases: if they enable a system to make
profit from opportunities or protect it against risks and threats.
Literature sets out a set of methods that can be applied. Ranging from intuitive methods like customer
and stakeholder interviews, group discussions, brainstorming sessions and surveys, semi-analytical
methods like the Delphi-Method, Quality Function Deployment, Scenario Technique or TRIZ Trends
of Technical System Evolution as well as fully analytical methods like the analysis of requirements
evolution and changes are named. The hierarchy of customer value can also aid in the process of
understanding which product attributes are mostly involved in providing positive consequences and
goal achievement for the customer (Woodruff, 1997). Browning & Honour (2008, p. 192) state that
many times stakeholders will rather list KPs of operational nature like maintenance cost than
technical parameters like mean time between failures; this underlines that the KPs named must be
reviewed and aligned. The decision on which method to apply typically depends on the boundary
conditions and situative factors (Lindemann, 2009). Among those are available resources (personnel,
budget, expertise, data), the available time and knowledge as to the use and application of the
methods. A deeper understanding of different characteristics of KPs in the engineering context is
considered to be paramount for a quality value assessment. In the following the most important
dimensions are laid out and finally a comprehensive overview is presented.
Value emanates from the right, but not the obligation to adapt the system in terms of KPs to better
fulfill stakeholder needs. Depending on market opportunities such as niche markets opening up, or
technological progress, an adaptable architecture allows one or several adaptions of the system in
order to improve KPs or lower operational cost. For the assessment of value, three categories are
distinguished: Income increases, cost cuts that can be converted into a monetary value for the
customer and Add-on Features towards which the customer exhibits a willingness to pay.
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Figure 3-3: Mechanisms of Value Generation
In the context of valuation the foremost distinction is on the possibility or not of conversion of a KP
into monetary value. Possibilities for direct conversion are primarily the assessment of income
increases (market potential, market share, margin) and cost cuts. The market segment of luxury cars
might for example require the KP of Eco-Class to be below a certain threshold, and a further
improvement of the Eco-Class can be mapped onto either the market share or margin, in cases of
extreme innovation even increase or create the market potential. In terms of cost cuts a typical
example would be an increase of efficiency, which leads to a very well calculable advantage in petrol
spending. When looking at design adaptability and therefore the easier generation of variants, most of
the times the KPs fall into those categories.
Add-on Features do not comprise a direct link to a monetary benefit and to assess their value expert
opinion is of paramount importance. An example for an Add-on feature would be a reduction in EcoClass achievable by an upgrade, whereas the customer exhibits a willingness to pay a certain amount
for every 5dB improvement. The value of an Add-on depends on its extent, meaning on how much
value (units) can be provided by technologies at the time of the upgrade and is typically the most
prominent category of value generation in product adaptability.
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Figure 3-4: Mechanisms of Value creation and specifics for Design and Product Adaptability
3.2.2

Variant Management, constraints and boundary conditions

Due to designing an already existing system or system concept more adaptable, it is essential to
analyse boundary conditions in order to define the solution space for the DfA methodology. For this,
variants are an important aspect. Modules and components used in different variants need to be
identified. Otherwise there is the risk that redesigned modules cannot be used in some variants if e.g.
interfaces are changed. Therefore we call variants as adaptability-driver due to their influence on the
future system’s architecture (Greisel et al., 2013). Other potential adaptability-drivers are, e.g.:
 Assembly/disassembly
 Customer specifications
 Environmental dependencies
 Recycling
At this stage of the methodology, it is important to be aware of existing adaptability-drivers and
document them – especially for important ones like variants. A detailed analysis of existing
adaptability-drivers is performed in step 2.

3.3 Criteria-based Modeling
Based on the adaptability business case defined in the previous chapter, in this step the system is
modeled and analyzed for potential point of improvements regarding adaptability.
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Criteria-Based Modeling
Identification of Relevant
Criteria

Identification of Relevant Model
Elements and System Modeling

Model Analysis

Variant Analysis

Goals of this step
 Modeling all relevant system elements and all their dependencies
 Modeling dependencies between components and functions
 Modeling dependencies between functions and requirements for the system
 Analyzing indirect dependencies
 Conducting a neighborhood analysis to identify components indirectly affected by changes
 Analyzing relevant module-drivers as potential constraints for DfA
Aspects for tailoring
 Considered domains
o Depending on the system’s complexity it might be possible to track requirements
directly to components. In this case a separate modeling of requirements-function
dependencies can be left out.
o In some cases additional domains can be useful, such as assembly steps, etc.
 Type of component DSM
o Depending on the system some types of component dependencies might be irrelevant
and can be left out, e.g. considering a radio, the material DSM might be of less
relevance.
 Additional DMM (e.g. assembly steps)
o In some cases additional DMM might be useful, such as assembly steps in Figure 3-6.
This DMM might be relevant for product adaptability but less important for design
adaptability.
 Analysis of indirect dependencies / change propagations
o For systems with lower complexity dependencies and change propagations can be
assessed based on the experience and expertise of involved developers. In these cases
an elaborate analysis can be left out.
 Module-drivers
o Depending on the existence and relevance of module-drivers, their analysis can be
scaled or left out.

3.3.1

Identification of relevant criteria

Before modeling the system, it is necessary to clarify important modeling criteria. A central factor is
the level of detail: a very abstract model will produce insufficient results while a very detailed model
requires high effort and time for modeling and analysis.
Depending on the system of interest, the model domains are defined. For complex systems with longdistance effects the model might contain components, functions and requirements. This allows a
direct link between potentially changing requirements and affected components. For less complex
systems with easily traceable relationships, it might be sufficient to model only components and
functions.
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For the modeling of system’s components the considered category of interfaces need to be defined. In
general the methodology proposes to model the following interfaces (The interfaces can be tailored
according the particular case):


spatial:

direct spatial contact between components, e.g. via screws



material:

material-flow between components, e.g. petrol between fuel tank and engine



energy:

energy-flow between components, e.g. between battery and lamp



information: information-flow between components, e.g. between controller and actuator

3.3.2

Identification of relevant model elements and system modeling

Based on the defined level of detail and considered domains, relevant elements in each domain are
identified, e.g. existing modules in a system. Due to the DfA tool optimization only considering recombinations of elements, it is necessary to model elements on one level more detailed than the
focused level: in this case if modules are considered, it is necessary to model on component level to
allow re-combinations of components to new modules. This does not affect the model level
homogenity.
It is also necessary to identify the relevant system’s functions. At this, a combined top-down and
bottom-up approach is recommended. The top-down approach divides the main function of the
system iteratively into sub-functions. The bottom-up approach analyses the functions of each
component and structures them into groups.
The system components identified before are modeled as rows and columns in a DSM. As described
in chapter 2.3, DSM can be used for modeling connections between elements of one domain. Within
the DfA methodology DSM is used for modeling the interfaces between components. We propose to
consider spatial, energy, information and material interfaces (depending in the particular system other
combinations of interface types might be more suitable).
As illustrated in Figure , one DSM per interface category is required. Depending on the interface
category, the structure of DSM differs. In the case of spatial interface, component 1 is linked to
component 2 which is linked to components 3 and 4. All connections are bi-directional due to spatial
contacts having no direction. In the case of information interface component 1 is linked to component
2 and 3 by directed connection, i.e. component 1 acts as a kind of controller of component 2 and 3.
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Comp 4

Figure 3-5: Modeling of different interface types

Comp 1

Funct 3

Funct 2

Funct 1

In the following, the functions identified in the previous step are assigned to the components by using
a Domain Mapping Matrix (DMM), exemplary depicted in Figure . For example, component 2 is
fulfilling function 2 while component 3 fulfills functions 2 and 3. Therefore, function 2 is fulfilled
both by component 2 and 3. If both components redundantly fulfill the function or both components
are required, then they are defined by the system modeler.

x

Comp 2

x

Comp 3

x

Comp 4

x
x

Figure 3-6: DMM of components and performed functions
Depending on the particular adaptability business case, the assembly steps of each component can
also be of interest, as shown in Figure . This might help for identifying critical components in terms
of assembling: if a nested component is designed more adaptable, then it might be necessary to
redesign the system architecture in order to reduce the dis-/assembly effort to change this component.
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Figure 3-7: DMM of necessary assembling steps for components

DfAtool implementation
For the product modeling, the DfA tool provides a GUI to collect components, functions and
interfaces. The information in the database can be imported and exported via XML-files. Figure
shows a screenshot of the DfA tool, where components and interfaces can be defined. Each interface
is defined by a name and abbreviation as well as direction-type and category (spatial, etc.). A detailed
description of how to use the DfA tool is presented in chapter 4 and in the Tool user manual.

Figure 3-8: DfA-Tool to insert components and interfaces of the system
Within the DfA tool costs can also be assigned to each interface, e.g. for special interfaces this could
include the costs for screws, for welding, etc. Figure illustrates the corresponding GUI.
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Figure 3-9: DfA tool: Modeling of interface costs
3.3.3

Model analysis

Analyzing indirect interdependencies as basis for neighborhood analysis

Comp 1

DSM = DMM • DMM T
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Comp 4

Comp 1

x

Comp 2

Comp 4

Comp 3

Comp 2

Comp 1

Funct 3

Funct 2

Funct 1

Within this step, indirect dependencies between domains are analyzed. Indirect dependencies are
important for long-distance effects which might risk the success of DfA. For instance, component 2
and 3 – not physically connected – are indirectly connected by fulfilling the same function 2. This
connection can be important if component 2 shall be re-designed but both components 2 and 3 are
required in a specific form for fulfilling function 2. A change of component 2 then might cause a
non-fulfillment of function 2. By matrix multiplication indirect links “(x)” between components can
be determined, as shown in Figure .

(x)
(x)

x
(x)

x

(x)

DSM

x
x

DMM

Figure 3-10: Determination of indirect component connections via matrix multiplication
To get the entire picture of connections within a system, direct and indirect connections are added, as
shown in Figure .
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Figure 3-11: Aggregated direct and indirect connections of components

Neighborhood Analysis
Figure illustrates the process and relevance of a neighborhood-analysis using the indirect
connections identified in the previous step. When changing components by using the DfA
methodology, it is crucial to identify relationships between components in advance. For example, if
component C10 will be identified as change artifact, directly linked components C2 and C6 might be
affected by a change, e.g. by geometrical constraints or a changing power supply. In addition,
component C9 also can be affected by indirect links via fulfilling the same functions, as explained
before.

F1

C9

F2

F3

C6
C1
C10
0
C2

• Change Artifacts identified
 C10
• Neighborhood Elements
 C6 and C2
• Indirect Dependencies
 C9

Figure 3-12: Neighborhood-analysis of change artefacts

Change propagation analysis
The analysis of indirect dependencies is also used for identifying links between requirements and
components. This is relevant to determine all components which might be affected by a change of
specific requirements and which therefore need to be considered more closely. These dependencies
can be derived by modeling the DMM of functions and the requirements they fulfill. By matrix-
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multiplication of the component-function-DMM and function-requirement-DMM, the componentrequirement-DMM is calculated (Schrieverhoff & Lindemann, 2012).
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Figure 3-13: Analyzing component-requirement dependencies

Adaptability Driver Analysis
As mentioned previously, variants play an important role in the context of Design-for-Adaptability as
they affect the solution space for the system’s redesign. Thus, the model analysis also includes the
analysis of potential adaptability drivers besides DfA in the system of interest.
The Amisa Adaptability Driver concept (Greisel et al., 2013) is based on the “module driver”
approach. “Module drivers” are defined as “driving forces for modularization” (Erixon, 1998) or
more generally as “reasons for grouping parts or technical solutions into modules” (Blackenfelt,
2001). Due to module drivers were not originally designed for DfA, they were modified to meet the
characteristics of DfA. In distinction to the original concept, the modified drivers are called
“adaptability drivers” (Greisel et al., 2013). Figure depicts exemplary adaptability driver for a truck
manufacturer including different characteristics and related implications (for a detailed description
see Greisel et al. (2013).
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Figure 3-14: Adaptability Drivers (Greisel et al., 2013)
These adaptability drivers might act as constraints for the DfA-optimization. Figure illustrates the
approach for analyzing a system’s adaptability drivers.


In the first step, the current system structure is analyzed, based on the DSM and DMM
models from the previous steps. What components are single and which are combined into
modules?



Then the reasons (= adaptability drivers) as to why components are grouped into modules as
well as why single components are not part of a module, are identified



The identified adaptability drivers are weighted according to their importance. The particular
importance depends on each company and system. In a market with a variety of suppliers
with less power “purchased parts” might be a module driver of lower importance than in a
market with only one powerful supplier.



In the next step, the importance of each adaptability driver in relation to DfA is determined.
Higher weighted adaptability driver represents constraints for the DfA-optimization due to
causing too much effort or disadvantages when being changed.



Based on the identified constraints the freedom of action for the DfA-optimization is derived.
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Figure 3-15: Consideration of adaptability drivers
Figure shows an overview of potential module drivers within a system (based on: Pahl et al., 2007).
Module Drivers for planning product families
Common Unit
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in several product
variants

Technical specification
Variety of modules
regarding tasks and
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Planned Product
Change
Support of new
constructions/design

Carry Over
Use of components
in future products
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Variety of modules
regarding style / design
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Figure 3-16: Overview of different module drivers
3.3.4

Variant Analysis

As described previously, one specific driver for modularization are variants. At this, we consider
variants as technical systems with a high degree of identical components, which are similar regarding
geometry, material or technology (Renner, 2007). Variants differ in at least one relation or element.
There are differences of the characteristic of at least one property (Firchau, 2003).
In the context of DfA two different types of variant elements are considered:
1. Auxiliary elements: systems are similar to a given base-system but have additional elements
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2. Variant elements: systems are similar to a given base-system but some elements are
replaced by variant elements
Depending on the particular system or system variants, dependencies between variants can occur. For
instance, one variant element requires the utilization of another one, or the use of one variant element
inhibits another element. Figure shows a simplified example of a variant system. The basis system
consists of the components A, B, C and D. The components B1, B2, C1 and D1 are variants of the
basis components. Exemplary dependencies within the system could be (in brackets the regarding
cohabitation rules):


B1 requires the variant component C1 (if B1 then C1)



B2 requires the basis component C (if B2 then C)



C1 is incompatible or includes the functionalities of D respective D1 (if C1 then ((NO D)
AND (NO D1))

Figure 3-17: Simplified system with variant elements
To depict these dependencies, the DfA-Tool provides a graphical modelling interface, as shown in
Figure . Within the component tree on the left hand side, variants of components can be modelled. By
clicking/dropping the components and logic operators into the “dependence rules” window, logical
dependencies can be modelled (For a detailed description see the DfA-Tool manual.).
These dependency rules serve as constraints for the following system architecture optimization
within the DfA-Tool.
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Figure 3-18: Modeling variant dependencies within the DfA-Tool

3.4 Engineering Change Scenario Assessment
In this step, based on the model and analysis of the current system, possible change architecture
scenarios for a more adaptable system are developed and assessed for the fulfillment of adaptability
criteria.

Engineering Change Scenario Assessment
Bottom-up Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization of
architecture

Top-Down Architecture Scenario Assessment

Goals of this step
 Development of alternative architecture scenarios for fulfilling the adaptability scenarios
defined in step 1
 Assessing these scenarios by adaptability criteria defined in step 1
 Preparation of option and upgrade cost calculation
Aspects for tailoring
 Number of alternative architecture scenarios
 Data collection for assessment: depending on the strategic importance of the system and/or
the reliability of single data sources, different sources can be consulted: e.g. experts within
the DfA team, experts from another department within the company, universities as well as
Monte-Carlo simulations for predicting the most likely values of criteria.
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In the previous steps the adaptability business case and adaptability scenarios were defined and the
system of interest was modeled. Then direct and indirect dependencies between components,
functions and requirements were analyzed. This also includes the identification of architectural
constraints, such as module drivers which limit the solution space for the development of a more
adaptable system.
The first step of the development of architecture scenarios is the analysis of requirements which are
affected by the initially defined adaptability scenarios. Via the component-requirement-DMM (see
previous chapter) components which might probably be affected, are identified. These components
are the primary focus of the DfA optimization. However, it is also important to consider the
components neighborhood, i.e. secondary components directly or indirectly linked to the “focuscomponents”.
After identifying primary and secondary components, we collect and select possible change
mechanism(s). A change mechanism is the way or path of how the new state is reached (Ross et al.,
2008). It can be an action (e.g., like add, delete) (cf. Kissel et al., 2012) or a methodology like e.g. remodularization (Engel & Browning, 2008; Erixon, 1996).
In order to classify change mechanisms of all possible adaptions, we propose to define elementary
mechanisms of adaptions. Koller & Kastrup (1998) describe elementary functions for energy,
material and signals turnover. Adaptions of a system can be affiliated to these elementary functions.
When a system gets adapted, its artifacts (tech. components or software) can be attached, detached,
transformed, scaled, merged, or separated. We define these elementary adaption mechanisms as the
following:
1. Attach means to join together the original system with a new component or sub-module.
2. Detach means to remove completely a component or sub-module from the original system.
3. Transform means to give a component or sub-module a new property.
4. Scale means to change the value of a property of a component or sub-module within a predefined range of values.
5. Merge means to conflate two or more existing components into a new sub-module of the system.
6. Separate means to cut off one or more existing components from a sub-module of the system.
Of course, to reflect real-life adaptions these elementary adaption mechanisms have to be combined
to mechanism sets. For example, if one brake set-up should be replaced by another one, the
elementary adaption mechanisms detach and attach can be combined. Or else, if the modularization
of a system should be restructured, the mechanisms merge and separate can be applied.
3.4.1

Bottom-up Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimization of architecture

The DfA-Tool supports the development of adaptable architecture scenarios by using a genetic
algorithm (GA). Basis for the GA are the previously inserted monetary values of each components
and the costs of each modeled interface. Figure illustrates the GUI for the GA where basic
parameters can be defined, e.g. the number of iterations. The GA optimizes the architecture in terms
of the system’s adaptability and overall interface costs.
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Figure 3-19: DfA-Tool: GA architecture optimization
The exemplary results of the GA optimization are depicted in Figure . The components marked in red
should be grouped in one module. For a detailed description, please refer to the DfA-Tool manual.

Figure 3-20: DfA-Tool: Re-modularized system using GA optimization

3.4.2

Top-Down Architecture Scenario Assessment

In many cases system architects and engineers are Closureable of identifying the components based
on their experience and understanding of the system. The step is the essential basis for setting up the
simulation of technological development, since the improvement of system KPs is based on
technological improvement of components and their interactions and relations. After identifying
different architectures that allow for a later adaption of the system, each architecture has to be
assessed towards three properties:
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 Change agent, change mechanism and change effect
 Cost
 Boundary conditions and constraints of the change
First, the change should be specified in terms of change agent, change mechanism and change
effect, which is the basis for the assessment of the next two analyses. The change effect addresses the
change in key parameters, that is achievable with each architecture and that may differ substantially
between those.
System Value Loss

Δ2

Changing Stakeholder Needs

Δ1
150%
100%
50%
0%
KP 1

Technology

KP 2

KP 3

KP 4

KP 5

KP 6

Stakeholder Needs t0

Stakeholder Needs t1

Stakeholder Needs t2

System Performance t0

Market

Figure 3-21: Key Parameter Profile over time
Second, detailed cost estimation is needed as described further in Chapter 3.5. The introduced terms
Option Cost – meaning the cost that has to be invested upfront to enable the change – and Upgrade
Cost – specifying the cost that only occurs should the change be executed – are to be estimated based
on implied labour and material cost as well as other expenses. Usually cost estimations are more
routinely and accurately conducted than the assessment of value, but nonetheless involve uncertainty
that should be specified for further consideration in the simulation.
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Figure 3-22: Connection of Architecture Scenarios and Option Cost (OC), Option Value (OV)
and Upgrade Cost (UC)
OC and UC can, to some extent, be traded one against another, since a system can be prepared for a
later adaption in different degrees – from a ready plug and play interface and complete apriori system
integration to no preparations at all. In the first case, the OC is high and the UC is low because the
effort to upgrade is frontloaded and thereby reduced to the cost of the new equipment. In the second
case, there is no OC since the adaption has not been considered in the initial design. The UC is very
high, though, since major system changes have to be executed – from the creation of the obligatory
construction space to the provision of the necessary interfaces and the system integration.
The third property is assigning boundary conditions and constraints of the change. Under which
circumstances can an adaption actually be conducted? Important aspects here are the intervals in
which the adaption could take place – continuously, only at certain points, only once or only once
after a certain condition has been fulfilled? It is necessary information because architectures might
differ substantially in those aspects and therefore an adaption that might be useful from a market
point of view and feasible from a technology readiness point of view might still not be realizable.

3.5 Cost Estimation
Cost Evaluation
Estimation of Costs in Product Adaptability

Estimation of Costs in Design Adaptability

Goals of this step
Estimation of the costs associated to the different architecture scenarios
 Estimation of Option Cost
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o In case of product adaptability
o In case of design adaptability
 Estimation of Upgrade Cost
o In case of product adaptability
o In case of design adaptability
Aspects for tailoring
 Differentiation between cases of Design and Product Adaptability
 The sources of costs can be assessed on different levels of detail. Referent sources are
exposed in bullet points and can be ignored or further detailed depending on the specific case
and the existing/available data (see an example in Chapter 5.1)
 Result expressed as probability distributions, depending on the accuracy of the
existing/available data
Possible changes in design or product architecture lead to variations in some related costs. The
identification and calculation of the new costs associated to each specific architecture scenario (the
option in this case) is key for the evaluation of the value gained with the scenario.
Establishing an analogy between the costs related to architecture scenarios and the existing costs in
financial options theory, two main costs are identified:


Option cost (OC): it is the cost of introducing the option (analogous to option price in FO). It
occurs only once but independent of option being activated or not.



Upgrade cost (UC): it is the cost of implementing the option (analogous to strike price in FO).
It occurs only if the option is activated.

Since OC is the cost of introducing the option, it seems logical to assume that the more adaptable a
design or product is, the higher the OC, because its architecture would differ more from the original
architecture and subsequently, would be more difficult to develop. In the case of the UC the situation
is exactly the opposite. The more is the adaptability, the lower the UC, because the adaptation could
be performed fast and without much effort. This theoretical behavior of OC and UC is depicted in
Figure .
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Figure 3-23: Variations of the OC and UC depending on the degree of adaptability
The estimation of the costs is important to not only know how much is the implementation of
adaptability costs, but also to understand from where do costs come and to be able to establish
strategies to reduce them in case it is possible. If a hypothetically estimated high cost of scenario
could be reduced, an apparently not profitable option could become an interesting possibility only by
reducing the associated costs.
Since the values are estimations depending on boundary conditions and external variable factors, it
would not be realistic to assign a unique true value per estimation. A probability distribution that
represents the most possible values seems a more feasible solution. For this reason, all the costs are
estimated by giving a minimum, most likely and maximum value for the cost.
The way of calculating the OC and the UC for the different types of adaptability which are
considered in the AMISA project, is explained in the following chapters.
3.5.1
3.5.1.1

Estimation of Costs in Product Adaptability
Option Cost

The option cost in product adaptability is the difference between the development cost of the product
with the proposed architecture and the development cost with the initial architecture. In case the
option would be realized, OC would be a fixed cost independent of whether an upgrade is applied or
not.
The development cost covers all the existing costs from concept definition to release of the product to
the market. Other possible costs that would have to be particularly considered for every case are
generally included in the OC:
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Extra cost of design of product with different architecture (regarding interface and
components)



Extra cost of validation of the new product



Extra cost of production of the new product

In the Table are exemplarily exposed the estimated OC of two architecture alternatives considering
that the current product has as most likely total development cost 125.500m.u. (according to the
definition of OC, it is always zero for the current product). The calculations were made in a detailed
level, estimating the costs of the various subphases of the main phases:
 Design Costs are the costs of the phases (exposed in Table as example):
o Requirement to Engineering functions
o Critical Interface definition
o Data collection
o Modelling and Design
o Etc
 Validation Costs are the costs of the phases:
o Virtual validation
o Mechanical tests
o Electrical tests
o Data analysis
o Etc
 Production Costs are the costs of the phases:
o Manufacture
o Assembly
o Packaging
o Etc
The subphases of the design phase are exposed as an example of the kind of activities that the main
categories can comprise. The existence of phases (and their correspondent sub-phases) as cost
sources depends on the case, so they can be selected or extended according to the needs of every
case.
The cost estimation is based on two factors: the duration of each phase (represented using the labour
time and consequently labour costs: cost/hour) and the costs of the material used (see Table ).
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Table 3-1: Estimation of OC in product adaptability of three architecture scenarios
Subphases
Requirement to Engineer functions
Critical Interface definition
Data collection
Modeling and Design
Total
Design Costs
Validation Costs
Architecture Scenario Min Most likely Max
Min Most likely Max
Current Product
55000
62000
72000 55000
58000
70000
Scenario 1
95000
105000 118000 78000
81000
90000
Scenario 2
110000 125000 135000 120000 128000
150000

Labour Time (100 m.u./hour)
Min
Most likely Max
3
4
5
4
5
6
1
2
4
16
20
25
24000
31000
40000

Min
2000
6000
21000
29000

Material Cost
Most likely
2000
6000
22000
31000

Max
3000
6000
23000
32000

Production Costs
Min Most likely Max
5000
5500
8000
4500
5500
7000
6000
7500
10000

Total Cost
Option Cost
Architecture Scenario Min Most likely Max
Min Most likely Max
Current Product
115000 125500 150000
0
0
0
Scenario 1
177500 191500 215000 27500
66000
100000
Scenario 2
236000 260500 295000 86000
135000
180000

3.5.1.2

Upgrade Cost

The upgrade cost in product adaptability is the cost of implementing an upgrade during the product
life cycle. It is a cost that would only be paid in case the upgrade is applied to the product. If the
upgrade is not implemented, there is no possible UC.
Other possible costs generally included in the UCare :


Cost of new components installation (including materials and labor cost)



Cost of validation of correct implementation of upgrade



Cost of down time (in case the lack of availability of the product during the upgrade
generates some kind of losses)

In Table the estimated UC of the three architecture alternatives, represented already in the table
above, are shown.
An issue to consider in the calculation of the UC is the time of occurrence. Because this cost is
expected to be paid at some points in time during the product life cycle, the value has to be adjusted
from different periods to obtain correct final results. There are several methods to adjust the values to
different timings and make the costs comparable. During the project, this adjustment has not been
applied in order to simplify the approach and the applicability. However, it has to be considered
when calculating costs that will be paid at different points in time.
Table 3-2: Estimation of UC in product adaptability of three architecture scenarios
Part installation Costs
Architecture Scenario Min Most likely Max
Current Product
130000 137000 160000
Scenario 1
4000
5000
7000
Scenario 2
0
0
200

Min
2500
1000
1500

Validation Costs
Most likely Max
3000
3500
1200
2000
2700
4000
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Upgrade Cost
Architecture Scenario Min Most likely Max
Current Product
155500 165000 203500
Scenario 1
10500
12700
17000
Scenario 2
3500
6200
8200

3.5.2

Estimation of Costs in Design Adaptability

3.5.2.1

Option Cost

The option cost in design adaptability is the difference between the development cost of an adaptable
design platform and the development cost of the initial design. In case the option would be realized,
OC would be a fixed cost independent of whether a design variant (upgrade) is generated out of the
platform or not.
The development cost covers in analogy to the case of product adaptability all the existing costs from
concept definition until the design is ready to be used. Costs included in the OC are:


Extra cost of design of modular product platform (regarding interface and components)



Extra cost of design of key interface that define the platform and necessary components



Extra cost of conceptual design/feasibility check of further platform interfaces

The estimation of the cost is analogous to the estimation shown in Table for the OC in product
adaptability. The selection of the sub-phases existent as sources of costs depends on the case, in the
same way that it was shown in the case of product adaptability.
3.5.2.2

Upgrade Cost

The upgrade cost in design adaptability is the cost of deriving a variant m along the design life cycle.
It is a cost that would only be paid in case the variant is derived.
Other possible costs generally included in the UC are:


Cost of final development of interfaces



Cost of components installation (including materials and labor cost)



Cost of validation of correct implementation of the variant



Cost of documentation of the new product released

The estimation of the cost is analogous to the estimation shown in Table -1 for the UC in product
adaptability but in this design adaptability the architecture scenarios are the different variants of the
product. The selection of the sub-phases existent as sources of costs depends on the case, in the same
way that it was shown in Table for the case of product adaptability.
Again in this case the UC is a cost that can occur at any time during the life cycle of the design. For
this reason, analogous to the case in product adaptability, the value has to be adjusted from different
periods to obtain correct final results. There are several methods to adjust the values to different
timings and make the costs comparable. During the project, this adjustment has not been applied in
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order to simplify the approach and the applicability. However, it has to be considered when
calculating costs that will be paid at different points in time.

3.6 Option Value Estimation
Option Value Estimation
Economic Model

VASA Approach

Goals of this step
Quantification of Option Value for different architectures
 Assessment and formalization of key parameters
 Market and technology forecasting
 Simulation and interpretation of results
Aspects for tailoring
 Design and product adaptability gravitate towards different mechanisms of value generation
 Key parameters and influence factors can be assessed on different levels of detail
 Market and technology forecasts are highly dependent on existing/available data
 Bottom-up and top-down approaches are addressed by the DfA tool or methodology
presented here respectively

Adaptability in system properties offers very immediate advantages during the design phase, system
completion and use phase. While the benefit of adaptions is rarely expressed quantitatively
(Browning, 2003), the cost associated to the process of enabling adaptability at a later stage is very
apparent during the conceptual design phase when System designers decide between different
technical alternatives, defined as architectures in the course of the paper. Additional resources have
to be allocated to assure a reconfiguration of the system by addition, exchange or subtraction of
system-components and have to be justified by an expected benefit. The more concrete the benefit
can be expressed in monetary numbers, the more substantiated the decision.
3.6.1

Economic Model

We provide two alternative approaches to estimate Option Value. One concept is based on the
financial options theory developed by Black and Scholes and has to be estimated component-wise in
a bottom-up approach. This concept is used in the tool and described in Chapter 4. The approach
presented in this chapter can be applied “scenario-wise” and builds on Monte-Carlo simulation,
taking into account uncertain influences caused by technology and market development on the option
valuation. Furthermore, due to the different boundary conditions and goals pursued when dealing
with design and product adaptability, different focal points are laid out. (see Figure ).
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Figure 3-24: Overview of the AMISA Methodology and Economic Model
To quantify the monetary benefit an Expected Net Present Value calculation under uncertainty is
executed. In finance, the net present value (NPV) of a time series of cash flows, both incoming and
outgoing, is defined as the sum of the present values (PVs). NPV is a central tool in discounted cash
flow (DCF) analysis and is a standard method for using the time value of money to appraise longterm projects (Richard de Neufville & Scholtes, 2011).
This means that in each period the revenues created by adaptability within a system as well as the
spending associated with it are added up and discounted back to the present point of time. An
Expected Net Present Value (ENPV) calculation furthermore takes into account uncertainty. Due to
volatile boundary conditions several NPV calculations are executed and thereafter averaged.
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Figure 3-25: Exemplary Discounted Cashflow Analysis
The method is chosen due to its wide application and furthermore intuitive comprehensibility.
Depending on the technological progress, it is simulated by the Monte-Carlo simulation, with which
it is possible to estimate which architecture scenario achieve the sales and costs advantages. The
occurence of which additional profit or cost cut for the customer is evaluated over time. The results
from many hundreds or thousands of calculations are averaged and the distribution determined.
Boundary conditions like possible times of the upgrade are taken into account in the calculation.
3.6.2

VASA Approach

The steps for the Option Value Calculation are depicted below. Step 1 and Step 2 have already been
addressed in the previous steps of the methodology and the results obtained are taken up and brought
into the format necessary for their further utilization.
Firstly the Key Parameters identified earlier are assessed and formalized, in order to clearly state
which system properties provide value if they are designed adaptably. This step takes place on an
abstract level and is in principle independent of the technical implementation of the system.
The bridge to that is established in the second step, assessing the Key Parameter profiles for different
Architecture Scenarios, meaning different technical design alternatives. For each Architecture
scenario the constellation and the extent of alteration of its KPs by adaptability as well as the
boundary conditions for its utilization are formalized.
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The Option Value (OV) is absolutely dependent on the development of technology and market
conditions. Those two factors are assessed in the third step and the probabilistic input data for the
Monte-Carlo simulation is derived in the next step.
In Step 4, the ENPV calculation is carried out and the interpretation of the results takes place. The
distribution of NPV as well as Value at Risk and Gain curves as well as further metrics are discussed
and elaborated on.
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Figure 3-26: Graphical overview of methodology steps
3.6.3

Step 1: Identification and Assessment of Key Parameters of Value

The first step of the Valuation is about the identification of the attributes that would provide most
value if being designed adaptably. Those attributes, defined as Key Parameters (KPs) in the previous
chapters, Capture physical, functional, and other performance aspects that are of subjective value to
one or several stakeholders. Adaptations provide value in two cases: enable a system to make profit
from opportunities or protect it against risks and threats (Browning & Honour, 2008; Ross et al.,
2008).
The procedure for the KP assessment is described in chapter 3.2.1 Business Case Clarification.
3.6.4

Step 2: Architecture Assessment towards Adaptability

This step is about finding out how the system under consideration provides its value to the
stakeholder(s). While in Step 1 those KPs that are most likely to correspond to changed stakeholder
needs and wants were identified, Step 2 explores which system elements contribute to providing
those KPs and how they are structurally integrated into the system via its architecture.
The procedure for the KP assessment is described in Chapter 3.2.1 Based on the adaptability business
case defined in the previous chapter, in this step the system is modeled and analyzed for potential
point of improvements regarding adaptability.
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Criteria-Based Modeling
Identification of Relevant
Criteria

Identification of Relevant Model
Elements and System Modeling

Model Analysis

Variant Analysis

Goals of this step
 Modeling all relevant system elements and all their dependencies
 Modeling dependencies between components and functions
 Modeling dependencies between functions and requirements for the system
 Analyzing indirect dependencies
 Conducting a neighborhood analysis to identify components indirectly affected by changes
 Analyzing relevant module-drivers as potential constraints for DfA
Aspects for tailoring
 Considered domains
o Depending on the system’s complexity it might be possible to track requirements
directly to components. In this case a separate modeling of requirements-function
dependencies can be left out.
o In some cases additional domains can be useful, such as assembly steps, etc.
 Type of component DSM
o Depending on the system some types of component dependencies might be irrelevant
and can be left out, e.g. considering a radio, the material DSM might be of less
relevance.
 Additional DMM (e.g. assembly steps)
o In some cases additional DMM might be useful, such as assembly steps in Figure 3-6.
This DMM might be relevant for product adaptability but less important for design
adaptability.
 Analysis of indirect dependencies / change propagations
o For systems with lower complexity dependencies and change propagations can be
assessed based on the experience and expertise of involved developers. In these cases
an elaborate analysis can be left out.
 Module-drivers
o Depending on the existence and relevance of module-drivers, their analysis can be
scaled or left out.

3.6.5

Identification of relevant criteria

Before modeling the system, it is necessary to clarify important modeling criteria. A central factor is
the level of detail: a very abstract model will produce insufficient results while a very detailed model
requires high effort and time for modeling and analysis.
Depending on the system of interest, the model domains are defined. For complex systems with longdistance effects the model might contain components, functions and requirements. This allows a
direct link between potentially changing requirements and affected components. For less complex
systems with easily traceable relationships, it might be sufficient to model only components and
functions.
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For the modeling of system’s components the considered category of interfaces need to be defined. In
general the methodology proposes to model the following interfaces (The interfaces can be tailored
according the particular case):


spatial:

direct spatial contact between components, e.g. via screws



material:

material-flow between components, e.g. petrol between fuel tank and engine



energy:

energy-flow between components, e.g. between battery and lamp



information: information-flow between components, e.g. between controller and actuator

3.6.6

Identification of relevant model elements and system modeling

Based on the defined level of detail and considered domains, relevant elements in each domain are
identified, e.g. existing modules in a system. Due to the DfA tool optimization only considering recombinations of elements, it is necessary to model elements on one level more detailed than the
focused level: in this case if modules are considered, it is necessary to model on component level to
allow re-combinations of components to new modules. This does not affect the model level
homogenity.
It is also necessary to identify the relevant system’s functions. At this, a combined top-down and
bottom-up approach is recommended. The top-down approach divides the main function of the
system iteratively into sub-functions. The bottom-up approach analyses the functions of each
component and structures them into groups.
The system components identified before are modeled as rows and columns in a DSM. As described
in chapter 2.3, DSM can be used for modeling connections between elements of one domain. Within
the DfA methodology DSM is used for modeling the interfaces between components. We propose to
consider spatial, energy, information and material interfaces (depending in the particular system other
combinations of interface types might be more suitable).
As illustrated in Figure 3-27, one DSM per interface category is required. Depending on the interface
category, the structure of DSM differs. In the case of spatial interface, component 1 is linked to
component 2 which is linked to components 3 and 4. All connections are bi-directional due to spatial
contacts having no direction. In the case of information interface component 1 is linked to component
2 and 3 by directed connection, i.e. component 1 acts as a kind of controller of component 2 and 3.
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Figure 3-27: Modeling of different interface types
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In the following, the functions identified in the previous step are assigned to the components by using
a Domain Mapping Matrix (DMM), exemplary depicted in Figure 3-28. For example, component 2 is
fulfilling function 2 while component 3 fulfills functions 2 and 3. Therefore, function 2 is fulfilled
both by component 2 and 3. If both components redundantly fulfill the function or both components
are required, then they are defined by the system modeler.

x

Comp 2

x

Comp 3

x

Comp 4

x
x

Figure 3-28: DMM of components and performed functions
Depending on the particular adaptability business case, the assembly steps of each component can
also be of interest, as shown in Figure 3-29. This might help for identifying critical components in
terms of assembling: if a nested component is designed more adaptable, then it might be necessary to
redesign the system architecture in order to reduce the dis-/assembly effort to change this component.
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Figure 3-29: DMM of necessary assembling steps for components

DfA Tool implementation
For the product modeling, the DfA tool provides a GUI to collect components, functions and
interfaces. The information in the database can be imported and exported via XML-files. Figure 3-30
shows a screenshot of the DfA tool, where components and interfaces can be defined. Each interface
is defined by a name and abbreviation as well as direction-type and category (spatial, etc.). A detailed
description of how to use the DfA tool is presented in chapter 4 and in the Tool user manual.

Figure 3-30: DfA-Tool to insert components and interfaces of the system
Within the DfA tool costs can also be assigned to each interface, e.g. for special interfaces this could
include the costs for screws, for welding, etc. Figure 3-31 illustrates the corresponding GUI.
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Figure 3-31: DfA tool: Modeling of interface costs
3.6.7

Model analysis

Analyzing indirect interdependencies as basis for neighborhood analysis

Comp 1

DSM = DMM • DMM T

x
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Funct 2
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Comp 4

Comp 1

x

Comp 2

Comp 4

Comp 3

Comp 2

Comp 1

Funct 3

Funct 2

Funct 1

Within this step, indirect dependencies between domains are analyzed. Indirect dependencies are
important for long-distance effects which might risk the success of DfA. For instance, component 2
and 3 – not physically connected – are indirectly connected by fulfilling the same function 2. This
connection can be important if component 2 shall be re-designed but both components 2 and 3 are
required in a specific form for fulfilling function 2. A change of component 2 then might cause a
non-fulfillment of function 2. By matrix multiplication indirect links “(x)” between components can
be determined, as shown in Figure 3-32.

(x)
(x)

x
(x)

x

(x)

DSM

x
x

DMM

Figure 3-32: Determination of indirect component connections via matrix multiplication
To get the entire picture of connections within a system, direct and indirect connections are added, as
shown in Figure 3-33.
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Figure 3-33: Aggregated direct and indirect connections of components

Neighborhood Analysis
Figure 3-34 illustrates the process and relevance of a neighborhood-analysis using the indirect
connections identified in the previous step. When changing components by using the DfA
methodology, it is crucial to identify relationships between components in advance. For example, if
component C10 will be identified as change artifact, directly linked components C2 and C6 might be
affected by a change, e.g. by geometrical constraints or a changing power supply. In addition,
component C9 also can be affected by indirect links via fulfilling the same functions, as explained
before.

F1

C9

F2

F3

C6
C1
C10
0
C2

• Change Artifacts identified
 C10
• Neighborhood Elements
 C6 and C2
• Indirect Dependencies
 C9

Figure 3-34: Neighborhood-analysis of change artefacts

Change propagation analysis
The analysis of indirect dependencies is also used for identifying links between requirements and
components. This is relevant to determine all components which might be affected by a change of
specific requirements and which therefore need to be considered more closely. These dependencies
can be derived by modeling the DMM of functions and the requirements they fulfill. By matrix-
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multiplication of the component-function-DMM and function-requirement-DMM, the componentrequirement-DMM is calculated (Schrieverhoff & Lindemann, 2012).
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Figure 3-35: Analyzing component-requirement dependencies

Adaptability Driver Analysis
As mentioned previously, variants play an important role in the context of Design-for-Adaptability as
they affect the solution space for the system’s redesign. Thus, the model analysis also includes the
analysis of potential adaptability drivers besides DfA in the system of interest.
The Amisa Adaptability Driver concept (Greisel et al., 2013) is based on the “module driver”
approach. “Module drivers” are defined as “driving forces for modularization” (Erixon, 1998) or
more generally as “reasons for grouping parts or technical solutions into modules” (Blackenfelt,
2001). Due to module drivers were not originally designed for DfA, they were modified to meet the
characteristics of DfA. In distinction to the original concept, the modified drivers are called
“adaptability drivers” (Greisel et al., 2013). Figure 32 depicts exemplary adaptability driver for a
truck manufacturer including different characteristics and related implications (for a detailed
description see (Greisel et al., 2013).
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Figure 3-36: Adaptability Drivers (Greisel et al., 2013)
These adaptability drivers might act as constraints for the DfA-optimization. Figure 3-37 illustrates
the approach for analyzing a system’s adaptability drivers.


In the first step, the current system structure is analyzed, based on the DSM and DMM
models from the previous steps. What components are single and which are combined into
modules?



Then the reasons (= adaptability drivers) as to why components are grouped into modules as
well as why single components are not part of a module, are identified



The identified adaptability drivers are weighted according to their importance. The particular
importance depends on each company and system. In a market with a variety of suppliers
with less power “purchased parts” might be a module driver of lower importance than in a
market with only one powerful supplier.



In the next step, the importance of each adaptability driver in relation to DfA is determined.
Higher weighted adaptability driver represents constraints for the DfA-optimization due to
causing too much effort or disadvantages when being changed.



Based on the identified constraints the freedom of action for the DfA-optimization is derived.
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Figure 3-37: Consideration of adaptability drivers
Figure 3-38 shows an overview of potential module drivers within a system (Pahl et al., 2007).
Module Drivers for planning product families
Common Unit
Use of components
in several product
variants

Technical specification
Variety of modules
regarding tasks and
specifications

Planned Product
Change
Support of new
constructions/design

Carry Over
Use of components
in future products

Styling
Variety of modules
regarding style / design

Technology Push
Support of new
technologies

Support of
Uniformity

Current Products

Future Products

Support of
Variety

Module Drivers for functional aspects
Process /
Organisation
Functional purity
Work contents

Seperate Testing
Functional purity

Supplier
Availability
Functional purity

Recycling
Functional purity
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Service /
Maintenance
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Upgrading
Functional purity

Product-Life-Cycle
Early stage

Late stage

Figure 3-38: Overview of different module drivers
3.6.8

Variant Analysis

As described previously, one specific driver for modularization are variants. At this, we consider
variants as technical systems with a high degree of identical components, which are similar regarding
geometry, material or technology (Renner 200)]. Variants differ in at least one relation or element.
There are differences of the characteristic of at least one property (Firchau 2003).
In the context of DfA two different types of variant elements are considered:
3. Auxiliary elements: systems are similar to a given base-system but have additional elements
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4. Variant elements: systems are similar to a given base-system but some elements are
replaced by variant elements
Depending on the particular system or system variants, dependencies between variants can occur. For
instance, one variant element requires the utilization of another one, or the use of one variant element
inhibits another element. Figure 3-39 shows a simplified example of a variant system. The basis
system consists of the components A, B, C and D. The components B1, B2, C1 and D1 are variants
of the basis components. Exemplary dependencies within the system could be (in brackets the
regarding cohabitation rules):


B1 requires the variant component C1 (if B1 then C1)



B2 requires the basis component C (if B2 then C)



C1 is incompatible or includes the functionalities of D respective D1 (if C1 then ((NO D)
AND (NO D1))

Figure 3-39: Simplified system with variant elements
To depict these dependencies, the DfA-Tool provides a graphical modelling interface, as shown in
Figure 3-40. Within the component tree on the left hand side, variants of components can be
modelled. By clicking/dropping the components and logic operators into the “dependence rules”
window, logical dependencies can be modelled (For a detailed description see the DfA-Tool
manual.).
These dependency rules serve as constraints for the following system architecture optimization
within the DfA-Tool.
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Figure 3-40: Modeling variant dependencies within the DfA-Tool
Engineering Change Scenario Assessment.
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Figure 3-41: Constellation of Option cost, Option Value and Upgrade cost
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Step 3: Market and Technology Forecasting

The uncertainties that drive the value of adaptability can be categorized into market uncertainties and
technological uncertainties.

Technical
Progress

Market
Development

Advancement of Technology

Historical volatility
Market volume/share, Margin

ΔKPd

ΔKPb

ΔKPa

Closure A | Package A
Closure B | Package A
Closure A | Package B

t

t
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t

Contextual factors – potential Trend
Breakers
Product Context

Corporate
Context

Option and
Upgrade Cost

Cost of Technology

Cost

…

UC1

OC1

OC2

Market Context

UC2

Use Context

Adapted from De Weck & Eckert 2007

Figure 3-42: Overview Uncertainties
Market uncertainties comprise changes in demand for certain systems or services of systems and
open opportunities for increased sales. Within this piece of work historical variance and contextual
factors are distinguished as sources of uncertainty. While the historical variance represents the
general volatility of a parameter, the contextual factors are mapped on top to account for concrete
trends or developments considered probable in the future.
Forecasting techniques are commonly classified into judgmental (also intuitive) and statistical
methods (also quantitative – even though judgmental methods can be quantitative, too). Where
judgmental methods rely mostly on expert estimation and opinion, quantitative methods make use of
extrapolation techniques for statistical data. Hybrid forms combine both sources of data.
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Figure 3-43: Overview Forecasting Techniques
In the context of engineering systems, available data is often scarce, in various forms and formats and
often not easily accessible. This might be the reason why many of the authors recommend the use of
intuitive methods like scenario technique, Delphi-method, Customer and Stakeholder surveys, and
Expert Interviews. de Neufville & Scholtes (2011) describe the use of statistical and hybrid methods
for the use of demand forecasts. The authors lay out ways to use statistical data and discuss hybrid
models.
The figures below show a very pragmatic but still effective forecasting approach. Market forecasts
are taken up and a factor of uncertainty is added in order to represent possible future variations. The
uncertainty is in this case represented by a triangular distribution.
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Figure 3-44: Market volume, market share and margin under volatility
Special attention has to be paid to contextual factors (society, legislation, etc.) overlaying historical
development and changing the course of development (may be trend breakers). These can be
identified and quantified in expert interviews (e.g. triangular distributions) and be mapped onto the
extrapolation of the market data. The contextual factors can be stationary or comprise uncertainty
themselves and be dynamic.
As depicted on Figure the assessment of the contextual factors includes the analysis on which Key
Parameter is influenced by each factor. It is differentiated if it impacts income aspects (market
volume, market share, and margin), cost aspects or add-on factors. Furthermore the factors could be
interdependent and show a correlation or other non-linear relation.
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Figure 3-45: Schematic overview of Interdependence of Contextual Factors and Key
Parameters
Technological uncertainties exist in terms of timing and enhanced performance of upgrades and can
be either quasi continuous along a S-Curve or discrete.
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Figure 3-46: Overview Technology Forecasting
Technology forecasting is used to estimate (simulated incl. uncertainties) the development of key
components. While market uncertainties can be considered exogenous (e.g. neglecting marketing
campaigns), technological uncertainties are to some degree can be influenced by managers, since
priorities on development projects can be modified. The distribution in both cases can exhibit
disruptive influences.
3.6.10

Step 4: Simulation and Interpretation

To quantify the monetary benefit an Expected Net Present Value calculation under uncertainty is
executed. Depending on the simulation of the technological progress, which income and cost
advantages are achieved by which architectures is determined. It is evaluated on a yearly (or
monthly) basis which additional profit or cost cuts would occur for the owner of the system.
Furthermore it is assessed if there are Add-on Features towards which the system owner exhibits a
willingness to pay, e.g. a reduction in Eco-Class, which does not provide a monetary benefit for
customer in terms of extra income or cost cuts but still provides value. Boundary conditions like
possible times of the upgrade are taken into account in the calculation.
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Figure 3-47: Mathematical Model for Monte-Carlo-Simulation of Option Value
The method of Monte-Carlo simulation was chosen because there are multiple uncertainties
following different courses, there are multiple, partially dependent Key Parameters to be assessed
(not for this example but in overall project) and it is possible to exercise flexibility multiple times.
Simulation offers most flexibility and by definition the other techniques are not suitable. Furthermore
the boundary conditions for exercising the upgrade are highly dependent on the industrial business
case and differ in terms of timing (in which intervals) and frequency (how often), which can only be
considered adequately in simulation and not in binomial lattice.
The model simulates how market demand develops on the one hand and which opportunities arise for
additional sales. On the other hand which technological means will be available in order to fulfill
demand (and when) or cut cost is simulated. By exercising the upgrade additional incomes (sales) as
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well as costs (material, downtime) will occur, which will result in a different NPV for each run that is
to be aggregated ENPV of having the adaptability.
The introduced terms Option Value, Option Cost and Upgrade Cost comprise as follows:


Option Value: ENPV of Architecture Scenario in comparison to non-adaptable design



Option Cost: Additional System Cost in comparison to non-adaptable design.



Upgrade Cost: PV of all cost actually applied in upgrades.

An exemplary probability distribution of ENPV is depicted on the following figure. While the
expected value is of high importance, so is the overall shape, allowing for an in-depth interpretation.

Figure 3-48: ENPV Distribution for different Architectures
DistributionTo compare the different Architectures further the Return on Investment (ROI) can be
taken into account, comparing the Option Value (Benefit of Adaptability) to the Option Cost
(Investment necessary for it).
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Figure 3-49: Return on Investment for different Architectures

3.7 Discussion of Results
Discussion of Results
Measures to Improve Architecture

Methodology Feedback

Planning of Further Steps

In the next step, the results of the methodology and their interpretation are discussed.
The issue to resolve multi-objective problems could be addressed by Pareto-optimization or other
mathematical methods (Laux et al., 2012). The result of this step is a set of evaluated change
alternatives and a recommendation. Since this evaluation process is a key part of the methodology
that constitutes a complete approach consisting of several steps, it will be explained in detail during
Chapter 4.
Dependent on the criteria set, the visualization of the results can strongly support the decider of what
alternative to choose. The actual decision-making and approval of a change option can be supported
by visualizations that are highlighting the key criteria, showing conflicts in objectives and clarify the
data quality on which the recommendation is based (e.g. by a visual representation of a sensitivity
analysis). The decision has to be documented and communicated among the affected stakeholders.
The result of this step is a detailed engineering change order.
In the following, this order can be implemented. As a support in the implementation phase, all the
information about change artifacts, mechanisms, effects, process steps, costs, etc. can be used by the
change agents actually implementing the change.
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Jarrat et al. (2011) suggest to close the change process with a review of the individual change
processes. This makes sense in order to profit from lessons learned in future change processes. The
effort for documentation should be small, when all steps above were performed on integrated
computational tool and based on a consistent database. This could help to sustainably improve the
change processes in a company. When typical cost drivers in the actual cases can be identified,
strategies could be derived accordingly to reduce costs sustainably in the future. This could be done,
e.g., by creating an adaptable, flexible product portfolio.
The use of the DfA methodology and tool, developed as part of the AMISA project, helps in the
development of designs and products that are adaptable to different scenarios. These adaptable
designs and products have a reduced cycle time, increased lifespan, reduce lifecycle costs and
improved value to stakeholders. Further, the adaptable designs and products also aid in reduced usage
of natural resources and energy, and decreased emissions of by-product waste, during the
manufacturing process of the designs and products. For more details and other effects of the DfA
methodology, refer to Chapter 1.2. Notwithstanding these benefits, the following points should be
remembered in the context of the effects of the DfA methodology and the tool. This section contains
the discussion of the results of the DfA methodology in terms of how these could be collected and
assessed. The section also addresses the challenges encountered in the methodology in the
development of adaptable designs and products. Further, some suggestions to improve and assess the
methodology are also mentioned.
In this paragraph, an explanation of the different ways with which the outputs of the methodology
can be collected and assessed, is made:


Interviews, surveys, questionnaires, etc.: The opinions of industrial partners based on their
experiences of developing designs and products using both, without and with the
methodology, can be collected through interviews, surveys, questionnaires, etc. In this
project, the opinions are collected using an online questionnaire. A summary of the important
responses of the partners can be seen in Section 1.2. The advantage of this method is that the
results are based on the direct opinions of users based on their comparative experience of
developing designs and products without and with the methodology. However, a limitation of
this method is that only short-term effects of the methodology and the tool can be perceived
accurately. The long-term effects of the methodology and the tool can only be guessed based
on these short-term effects.



Sensitivity analysis: The sensitivity analysis requires uncertainty modeling of the inputs and
outputs. The principal difficulty of this method is trying to find an appropriate model or set of
models that can with an acceptable level of accuracy describe all the uncertainties in the
inputs and the outputs of the methodology and the tool. On one hand, the advantage of this
method is that both the long-term and the short-term effects can be predicted. On the other
hand, the limitation of this method is that acceptable levels of accuracy in the modeling of the
inputs and outputs can always be questioned. Further, the level of accuracy of the uncertainty
model or models can be ascertained by comparing the short-term effects obtained using the
sensitivity analysis and short-term effects from the online questionnaire.



Plausibility analysis: The plausibility analysis enables the reasoning of the value of truth in
the results of the methodology. Similar to sensitivity analysis, this method helps in the
prediction of both the long-term and the short-term effects. On the other hand, the limitation
of the method is that the acceptable level of truth in the outputs and inputs are prone to
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questions. The value of truth in the results of plausibility analysis can be validated by
comparing the short-term effects with the opinions of short-term effects collected using the
online questionnaire.
The following are the challenges in the development and assessment of adaptable designs and
products using the DfA methodology:


The opinions of the industrial partners of the DfA methodology (see Section 1.2) are based on
the initial application of the methodology. In other words, the effects of the methodology are
preliminary. The following parameters of designs and products: lifespan, cycle-time, lifecycle
cost, value to stakeholder, cost-efficiency, usage of natural resources and energy, and
emission of pollutants and by-product waste, need to be assessed over long-term. Therefore,
one of the challenges is how can the long-terms benefits and effects of the methodology be
perceived in short-time.



Even though the methodology improves the adaptability of designs and products, the
assessment of adaptability is not straightforward. Without an adequate assessment of
adaptability, it is tough to assess if the benefits of the methodology are due to improved
adaptability or due to any other related factor.



The development of designs and products using the methodology is a multi-criteria problem.
On one side, the designs and products should be more adaptable. On another side, the designs
and products should also be less expensive. In the pursuit of this balance between adaptability
and cost, the designs and products should also satisfy all the requirements for which they
were originally developed. These requirements may also include other characteristics such as
reliability, manufacturability, assembly, dis-assembly, etc. Therefore, the methodology should
cater to all these criteria i.e. improve adaptability, reduce cost and satisfy all the identified
requirements. Potentially, there is also a chance of conflict among these criteria. Resolving
the conflicts is another challenge in multi-criteria problems.

Since the benefits of the methodology are perceived, mostly in long-term, it is important to monitor
the progress and accordingly, provide feedback to improve the methodology. This feedback will
further improve the usability and the application of the methodology.
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4 AMISA Design for Adaptability (DfA) Tool
The following chapter gives an overview about the setup and functionalities of the DfA-Tool which
was developed in the context of the AMISA project. For a detailed description, please refer to the
DfA-Tool user manual.

4.1 Introduction
4.1.1

DFA-Tool hardware and software

This section deals with the top level DFA-Tool hardware and software. The following Figure 4-1
depicts the DFA-Tool top level system.

DFA-Tool - Software Application

Software infrastructure
Microsoft Office
Professional Plus 2010

Visual Studio 2010
Professional

Microsoft SQL Server
2008 R2

Windows-7 Professional x 64 - Operating System

Hardware infrastructure

Figure 4-1: DFA-Tool – Top-level system design
The following Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 depict the recommended hardware and software (users and
developers) infrastructure for the DFA-Tool development, use and maintenance.
Table 4-1: Recommended Hardware Specifications
#
1.
2.
3.
4.

Subject
Processor
Main Memory
Monitor
Hard Disk

Parameter
Core i5 Processor (for high speed optimization processes)
4 GB Main Memory
22" Monitor
500 GB
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Table 4-2: Recommended Software Specifications
#

Subject

Software

1.

Operating system

2.

Database system

3.
4.
5.

Office software
Database application
Interface software

6.

Visual assist software

7.

Graphic software: (graph diagram)

8.

Graphic Software: (3-D surface)

9.

Debugger

10.

Source Control

4.1.2

S/W
developer

Windows 7 Professional x 64 (English), Microsoft
Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Express Edition,
Microsoft
Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2010, Microsoft
Visual Studio 2010 Professional, Microsoft
Telerik RadControls for WPF, Telerik
Visual Assist X v.10 for Visual Studio 2010, Whole
Tomato Software
Northwood.GoWPF, SKU: xamwpf, Northwoods
Software Corporation
TBD
EurekaLog.NET 6 Enterprise for Visual Studio,
EurekaLog
Subversion for Visual Studio ( Server/Client),
VISUALSVN

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

DFA-Tool operations and concepts

1. Operation scenario
Figure 4-2 depicts a typical DFA-Tool operation scenario.
Projects
Open

Components data
Static data

Reports
Manage

Computations
Help

Extra
Computations

Architecture

Database reports

Calculate reports
Rules

Exit
Dynamic structures
Exclusions
Analysis

Project data

Data integrity
Computations

Data

Extra Elements
Architecture

Utilities

Black-Scholes
Architecture

Auxiliary Data

GA Demo
Analysi

Static structures

Variant Data

Dynamic structures

Interface Data

External OVs

Figure 4-2: DFA-Tool operation scenario
(Implemented functions are depicted in red)
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2. Leaf components
The target system is composed of components organized in a hierarchical structure. We define “Leaf
components” as the set of the lowest level components in the system, which are of interest to a
particular system designer. Users of the DFA-Tool should note that computations of optimal
adaptable architecture consider only leaf components and other elements (e.g. interfaces) associated
with them.
3. Database integrity
DFA-Tool users should be aware that, in order to insure the integrity of the database, deletions of any
database element can only be done hierarchically by removing the lowest elements first. The
hierarchical structure of the DFA-Tool database elements is depicted in Figure 4-3.
Project

Dynamic structures:
Static Structure:
- Options Param.

Environment

- Initial Value
- Value Desired
- System Value
- Upgrade Cost

Components

Static Data:

Exclusions

- Tech. Forecasting
- Option Volatility
- Component Upgrade
- Interface Cost

Auxiliary/Variant
Components

Interfaces

Interface cost

Auxiliary/Variant
Interfaces

Auxiliary/Variant
rules

Figure 4-3: Hierarchical structure of the DFA-Tool database
4.1.3

Top level view

Table 4-3 depicts the top two level elements of the DFA-Tool and their meaning.
Table 4-3: DFA-Tool top elements
Name
Projects
Project Data
Component Data
Computations
Extra Elements
Extra Computations
Reports
Utilities

Meaning
Identify an active project, manage projects, help users and exit the DFA tool
Define project-wide input parameters
Define component-level and Interface-level input parameters
Verify the integrity of the database, compute the output of the DFA tool, perform sensitivity
analysis
Define auxiliary and variant components/interfaces
Calculate / analyze variant systems with auxiliary and variant components/interfaces
Generate reports of the input parameters and output results
Provide various utilities

Figure 4-4 depicts the top two layers of the DFA-Tool Graphical User Interface (GUI). The meaning
of each is explained later in this document (Implemented functions are depicted in red).
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Static Structure:
- Options Param.

Interface Data:
- Interfaces
- Interface cost

Exclusions:
- Extra

Architecture:
- Single system
- Multi system

Analysis:
- Single system
- Multi system

Dynamic Structure:
- Initial Value
- Value Desired
- System Value
- Upgrade Cost

Reports
Database report

Utilities
Data Integrity
Black-Scholes

Calculate report
Demo GA
Import External OVs

Figure 4-4: DFA Tool – Top two GUI layers

4.2 Projects
The Projects section of the DFA-Tool consists of the following elements: (1) Open a project, (2)
Manage projects and (3) Help services.

4.2.1

Open a project

The user can select any one of several defined and independent “Projects” within the DFA-Tool
database.
4.2.2

Manage projects

The user can manage the database projects by performing the following functions: (1) Edit project,
(2) Replicate project, (3) Export project and (4) Import project
1. Edit project
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The user can modify the name of an existing project in the database or delete an existing project from
the database.
2. Replicate project
The user can replicating a project is a process of copying the database of an existing project and
saving it under a new name.
3. Export project
The user can generate an XML file from a Project in the database for external use.
4. Import project
Create a Project in the database from an existing external XML file
4.2.3

Help services (not implemented)

The set of Help functions is TBD.

4.3 Project Data
The purpose of this portion of the DFA-Tool is to support the project-wide input facility within the
DFA-Tool.

4.3.1

Components definition

The user can define the target system composition in a top-down manner.
4.3.2

Environment definition

The user can define the systems’ environment in a top-down manner.
4.3.3

Interface definition

The user can define interfaces between different elements within the target system as well as
interfaces between elements in the target system and its environment.
4.3.4

Exclusions definition

The user can define mutually exclusive sets of components, within the target system. Exclusive
elements within a set will not combine to produce modules with components of other exclusive set.
4.3.5

Architecture

The user can generate graphical charts of the project architecture.
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Static Structure / Option Default Parameters

The user can define the following project-level defaults: (1) Time [Years] to update the system and
(2) Risk-free interest rate [%] for updating the target system. These two parameters are used in the
Black-Scholes Options Value (OV) equation.
4.3.7

Dynamic Structure

The Dynamic modeling of system lifecycle value and value-loss is depicted in Figure 4-5. This value
starts at an Initial system Value (ISV). However, the value of systems tends to diminish due to: (1)
Hardware and software Wear-out Costs (WC) and (2) Components & infrastructure Obsolescence
Costs (OC). At the same time, stakeholders tend to desire improved systems over time. This is mostly
due to: (1) Expected Economic Growth (EG) and (2) Technological Advances (TA). The overall
purpose of Dynamic Structure computation is to determine optimal upgrade time of the system.
Value[€]

Value Loss
Value Desired by Stakeholders

Accumulated Value Loss
Initial
system
value

System
upgrade

p

lue m
Va yste
e
s
m
eti by
Lif ded
vi
ro

System
diminishing
value

Time

Figure 4-5: System value and value loss

4.4 Component Data
The purpose of this portion of the DFA-Tool is to support the component-level input facility within
the DFA-Tool.

4.4.1

Technology forecasting

The user can define the contribution of future technology advancements to the value of each
component in the system. This is done using extension to the TRIZ methodology. Two Technology
Forecasting insertion schemes are defined: (1) Detailed and (2) Total. The component-level
Technology Forecasting rules are depicted below.
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Option Volatility default

The user can insert the volatility factor of the given component so the DFA-Tool can compute the
Option Value (OV) and the distribution of the expected component’s results.
4.4.3

Component Upgrade

The user can use one of two Component Upgrade insertion schemes. Two Components Upgrade
insertion schemes are defined: (1) Detailed and (2) Total.
4.4.4

Interface Cost computations

The user can use one of three Interface Cost insertion schemes. Three Interface Cost insertion
schemes are defined: (1) Detailed and (2) Partial total and (3) Total.
4.4.5

Interface cost and DSM

The DFA-Tool will distribute the interface costs associated with each interface as follows:
1. Single direction interface
Single direction interface means that the interface goes in one direction (i.e. from A to B).
Interface Cost = 60

Single-Dir Interface

A

XXX
Component A

B

A

C

Env

60

Component B
B
C
Env

2. Bi-direction interface
Bi-direction interface means that the interface goes in two directions (i.e. from A to B and from B to
A).
Interface Cost = 60

Bi-Dir Interface

A

XXX
Component A

A

B

C

Env

30

Component B
B

30

C
Env
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3. Multi-direction interface (Bus)
Multi-direction interface (Bus) means that the interface goes in two directions within the entire set of
the connected elements.
Multi-Dir Interface

Interface Cost = 60
A

Component A

B

C

10

10

Env

Component B
A
XXX

Component C

B

10

C

10

10
10

Env

4. Split single One-To-Many direction interface
Split single One-To-Many direction interface means that a single interface goes in one direction from
one source (Prime) into several destinations.
Interface Cost = 60
A

Split-Single-OTM Interface
Component A

B

C

Env

20

20

20

Component B
XXX

A
Component C

(Prime)

B
C

Env
Env

5. Split single Many-To-One direction interface
Split single Many-To-One direction interface means that several interfaces go in one direction from
several sources into a single (Prime) destination.
Split-Single-MTO Interface

A

B

C

Env

Component B
XXX

A

Component C

Component A
(Prime)

B

20

C

20

Env

20

Env

6. Split Bi Direction interface
Split Bi Direction interface means that the interface goes in two directions from one source (Prime)
into several destinations and back.
Split-Bi-Dir Interface

Interface Cost = 60
A

XXX

B

C

Env

10

10

10

Component B
A
Component A

(Prime)

Component C

B

10

C

10

Env

10

Env
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4.5 Computations
The purpose of this portion of the DFA-Tool is to support the following computation facilities: (1)
Architecture, (2) Dynamic structure and (3) Sensitivity analysis.

4.5.1

Architecture

The user can perform the following: (1) Generate Design Structure Matrix (DSM), (2) Create Manual
DSM (3) Optimize DSM, (4) Define DSM constraints and (5) Optimize system architecture.
1. Generate Design Structure Matrix (DSM)
The user can generate five variants of DSMs, depending on the category of interface (Material,
Spatial, Energy, Information and a Combined interfaces).
2. Create Manual DSM
The user can generate manual DSM. That is, the user can manually define the architecture of the
target system in order to compute the system overall Architecture Adaptability Value.
3. Optimize DSM
The user can generate an optimized system design. That is, the user can define the parameters of a
Genetic Algorithm and then run the optimizer seeking to identify the maximum Architecture
Adaptability Value.
4. Define DSM constraints
The user can define a set of optimization constraints.
5. Optimize system architecture
The user can generate a graphical chart of the optimized architecture.
4.5.2

Dynamic structure

The Dynamic Structure computations include (1) Value loss, (2) Accumulated value loss and (3)
Upgrade time.
1. Value loss
The user can generate, in graphical and in tabulated form: (1) The increasing Value Desired (VD) by
stakeholders and (2) The decreasing System Value (SV). The difference between VD and SV at any
given time is the instantaneous Value Loss (VL) for that time.
2. Accumulated value loss
Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden..
3. Upgrade time
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The user can generate, in graphical and in tabulated form the increasing Upgrade Cost (UC) versus
the much faster increasing Accumulated Value Loss (AVL). The user can determine the expected
optimal time for system upgrade to be as soon as the Upgrade cost is less than the Accumulated
Value Loss.
4.5.3

Sensitivity analysis

The system architecture sensitivity analysis is based on the assumption that estimating Option Values
(OVs) and Interfaces Costs (ICs) may be inexact. Therefore, users may like to perform sensitivity
analysis in which different architectures may be generated as a result of changing slightly the
expected OCs and ICs.
1. Explore system architectures space
The user can explore the space of system architectures by running the sensitivity analysis for a single
iteration.
2. Conduct sensitivity analysis
The user can optimize a set of system architectures, using different combinations of OV and IC
values.


Optimize the AAV set



Show lattices



Show neighborhood



Show DSM



Analyze lattices chart



Convergence analysis

4.6 Extra elements (Variant systems)
4.6.1

Introduction

This and the following two sections deal with families of variant systems. That is, systems that are
similar to a given base-system but have either additional elements (called Auxiliary elements) or
elements which replace existing elements in the base system (called Variant elements).

4.6.2

Auxiliary data

1. Auxiliary elements
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The user can define Auxiliary components and Auxiliary environment.
2. Technology forecasting
The user can Add/Modify/Delete the Auxiliary Technology forecasting using similar procedure
relevant to the base components.
3. Option Volatility
The user can Add/Modify/Delete the Auxiliary Option Volatility using similar procedure relevant to
the base components.
4. Component upgrade
The user can Add/Modify/Delete Component upgrade data using similar procedure relevant to the
base components.
4.6.3

Variant data

1. Variant elements
The user can define variant components and variant environment. Each variant element is always
associated with a corresponding existing (base) element.
2. Technology forecasting
On creating a variant component, a Technology forecasting data is automatically copied from the
corresponding base component into the database.
3. Option Volatility
On creating a variant component, an Option volatility data is automatically copied from the
corresponding base component into the database.
4. Component upgrade
On creating a variant component, a Component upgrade data is automatically copied from the
corresponding base component into the database.
4.6.4

Interface data

1. Interfaces
The user can define Auxiliary or Variant interfaces connecting either existing (base) components
with Auxiliary/Variant components or Auxiliary/Variant components with other Auxiliary/Variant
components.
2. Interface cost
The user can manually create or copy an existing Interface cost data into the database.

4.7 Extra computations (Variant systems)
This section of the DFA-Tool contains the following functionalities: (1) Rules, (2) Extra exclusions,
(3) Computations, (4) Architecture and (5) Sensitivity analysis.
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Rules

1. Components rules
The user can create project-wide definitions of Auxiliary/Variant rules which define the specific
Components, Auxiliary or Variants dependencies for each the system variant.
2. Interface rules
The user can create project-wide definitions of Auxiliary/Variant rules which define the specific
Components, Auxiliary or Variants dependencies for each the system variant.
4.7.2

Extra exclusions

The user can assign auxiliary components into a desired exclusion segment.
4.7.3

Computations

1. Single system
Under Single system mode, the user can: (1) observe the components of each system variant and (2)
compute and display the DSM and optimized DSM of each system variant.
2. Multi-system
Under Multi system mode, the user can select some or all the legal system variants by identifying the
candidate variant systems in the “Legal System Variants” table. Similarly, the user can observe the
unique components in the selected variant systems set. Regular components are depicted in black
color, variant components are depicted in red color and auxiliary components are depicted in blue
color.
4.7.4

Architecture

The user can generate graphical charts of architectures for each of the defined system variants.
1. Single system
Under single-system approach, the user can utilize the “Optimization Mode” to select between
generating non-optimized or optimized architecture charts.
2. Multi system
Under Multi-system approach, the user firstly selects the family participants in the optimization
process. Only components that are common to the entire participating family are eligible to
participate in the optimization process.
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Sensitivity analysis

The system architecture sensitivity analysis is based on the assumption that estimating Option Values
(OVs) and Interfaces Costs (ICs) may be inexact. Therefore, users may like to perform sensitivity
analysis in which different architectures may be generated as a result of changing slightly the
expected OCs and ICs. See more in section 4.5.3 - Sensitivity analysis.

4.8 Reports
The user can generate two sets of reports within the DFA-Tool: (1) Database reports and (2)
Calculation reports.

4.8.1

Database reports

Generate reports of all database information. Each element of the database may be extracted and be
displayed on the screen and/or generated as a report.
4.8.2

Calculate reports (not implemented)

Generate reports of all DFA-Tool computations.

4.9 Utilities
The user can perform the following DFA-Tool utilities: (1) Database integrity, (2) Black-Scholes
investigation, (3) Use Genetic Algorithm to demonstrate AMISA methodology and (4) Acquisition of
external Option Values.

4.9.1
Database integrity
The software checks the database integrity of the currently running project and identifies to the user
any (1) irregularities, missing, corrupt or illegal as well as (2) unnecessary input data.
4.9.2

Black-Scholes investigation

The user can investigate the expected future value distribution of a selected component using the
Black-Scholes equation.
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Genetic Algorithm demonstration

The user can demonstrate the AMISA optimization concepts using this Genetic Algorithm (GA)
utility.
4.9.4

Acquire external Option Values

The user can import externally generated Option Values and utilize them in lieu of the internally
computed OVs.
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5 Evaluation by industrial application
The following chapter gives an overview of the application of the Amisa DfA-methodology. At this,
we differentiate between the application in the context of product adaptability and design
adaptability. As explained earlier, product adaptability deals with adapting products which are
already delivered and in use. Design Adaptability deals with conceptual product and system designs
which can be efficiently adapted to specific aspects of customers’ orders to decrease the time
between order and delivery.

Figure 5-1: The Adaptability dimension of lifecycle phase
Figure combines the ideas of Hashemian (2005) and Chmarra et al. (2008). Design Adaptability aims
at the reuse of design information and is applied during the product development phase. Product
Adaptability on the other hand is applied on tangible product during or at the intended end of its
service life. It aims at increasing the service value of the product.

5.1 Applying the DfA-methodology: Product Adaptability
In this chapter the application of the AMISA Methodology is demonstrated in an anonymous industry
case of Product Adaptability.
5.1.1

Problem statement

Business Case Clarification
First of all, the system and the type of adaptability desired to implement in it is identified. In the case
exposed, the intention of the industry was to provide to their customer a Closure feeder machine that
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could be modified during the lifecycle to fulfil different requirements, i.e. it is a case of product
adaptability.
Then, different potential adaptability cases for the machine were identified in successive discussions
and experts interviews. The potential adaptability cases were:


New closure: possibility of managing one new type of closure



New package: possibility of managing one new type of package



New closure on a new package: possibility of managing new closure and new package at the same
time



Increased energy efficiency



Improved Eco-Class

For each adaptability case, different adaptability scenarios (adaptable architectures of the machine)
were proposed, as well as the change artifacts, change mechanisms and change agent of each of them.
All these elements were collected in a table analogous to the Table exposed in the example of design
adaptability.

Key Parameters

1) Revenue

Market volume

Enables access to

t

and/or

x

Market share
Increases

t
and/or

KP1 New closure
KP2
KP3

New
package
Energy
Efficiency

KP4 Eco - Class

x

Margin
Increases

t

2) Cost

Value

Cost Cuts

Leads to

t

3) Add-on Features
Willingness to Pay
Leads to

t

Figure 5-2: Mechanisms of Value Generation
In order to develop the whole methodology applied to one adaptability case, the possibility of
introducing new types of closures were focused on.
Variant management, constrains and boundary conditions
Due to the tailorability of the methodology, not all the steps have to be necessary implemented in all
the cases. This step was not detailed realized for cases of product adaptability. In those cases the
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variants were not relevant and constrains were analysed based on experts opinions and experience.
Variants management has usually more relevance in the case of design adaptability, where it is
extensively explained (see chapter 5.2).
5.1.2

Criteria-based modelling

Identification of relevant criteria
Despite the Closure feeder machine was a part of a large production plant, it was considered as a
quite independent part of the chain working as a system itself. Thus, the link between customer
requirements and components of the system was quite direct and for this reason the selected model
domains were components, functions and requirements. All of them were determined and collected in
lists.
As interface categories all four categories (spatial, energy, information, and material) were selected
due to the production machines being mechatronic systems with an inherent material flow.
The level of detail was set to assembly groups and single components to allow a potential rearrangement by the DfA-Tool GA optimization.
Identification of relevant model elements and system modelling

Functions

<Implement>

<Interact>

Conponents

<Satisfy>
=> Calculated<=

<Fullfills>

Comp. 36

Comp. 35

Comp. 34

Comp. 33

Comp. 32

Comp. 31

Comp. 30

Comp. 29

Comp. 28

Comp. 27

Comp. 26

Comp. 25

Comp. 24

Comp. 23

Comp. 22

Comp. 21

Comp. 20

Comp. 19

Comp. 18

Comp. 17

Comp. 16

Comp. 15

8

Comp. 14

7

Comp. 13

6

Comp. 12

5

Comp. 9
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Comp. 11

Comp. 8

1 2 3
1
1
2
3 1
4
5
6
7
8
9 1 1
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16
17
18
19
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22
23
24
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27
28
29
30
1
31
32
33
1
34
35
36 1

Comp. 10

Comp. 7

Comp. 2

Comp. 6

<Affected>
=> Calculated<=

<Support>/<Conflicts>

Comp. 5

Components

Comp. 4

System Requirements

Functions

Comp. 3

System Requirements

Comp. 1
Comp. 2
Comp. 3
Comp. 4
Comp. 5
Comp. 6
Comp. 7
Comp. 8
Comp. 9
Comp. 10
Comp. 11
Comp. 12
Comp. 13
Comp. 14
Comp. 15
Comp. 16
Comp. 17
Comp. 18
Comp. 19
Comp. 20
Comp. 21
Comp. 22
Comp. 23
Comp. 24
Comp. 25
Comp. 26
Comp. 27
Comp. 28
Comp. 29
Comp. 30
Comp. 31
Comp. 32
Comp. 33
Comp. 34
Comp. 35
Comp. 36

Comp. 1

Material
Component

Component

The matrixes relating the different domains were defined as it is exposed in Figure . The goal of the
modelling was to create a network description to support change propagation analysis, calculate
degree of path centrality, cluster coefficient and reveal indirect dependencies.
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
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1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1
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1

1
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Interfaces: Spatial,
Energy, Information,
Material*

Figure 5-3: Meta model of the modelling using DMM
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Engineering change scenario assessment

Deduction of architecture scenarios
In this step the consequences in terms of product architecture of the different adaptability scenarios
are analysed. Due to the modelling realized in the previous step, the architectural constrains and the
dependencies between the components are already defined and thus, the scope of impact (in terms of
affected components) of each adaptability scenario can be easily determined.
Two adaptability scenarios apart from the current architecture were proposed:


Scenario 0 represents the current, rigid design, upgrades are not possible and/or convenient
and a change in customer needs or further boundary conditions can only be reacted to by
replacing the entire Cap applicator with new equipment.



Scenario 1 represents an adaptable design. An upgrade is feasible and can be conducted by
replacing certain components - guides and further parts with modified geometrical dimension
will be inserted at need.



Scenario 2 represents a design that is prepared for a wide range of changes upfront. No new
parts are needed for an upgrade but a change in specifications is reacted to by modifying
settings and inserting/removing shims in the guides. It enables the customer to switch to
different Closures quickly, but comprises high upfront cost. Furthermore technological
progress that occurs after installation of the system cannot be integrated afterwards.

Cost
Option
Cost

Value
Architecture
Scenario 1

Upgrade
Cost
Architecture
Scenario 2

Option
Cost
Upgrade
Cost

Option Cost

Architecture
Scenario 3

Upgrade
Cost

Figure 5-4: Architecture Scenario Assessment
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Per adaptability scenario the components affected due to the new architecture as well as the actions to
upgrade were identified as it is exposed in Table . The information obtained from this analysis is
useful for the next step (cost estimation), since the modifications made to the affected components
during the new product development and upgrades are the main source of costs of the adaptability
scenario.
Table 5-1: List of affected components and correspondent actions in two adaptability scenarios
Scenario 1
SS-ID

1

2

3,1

3,2

4

5

6

7

5.1.4

Sub-System

Sub-System 1

Sub-System 2

Sub-System 3

Sub-System 4

Sub-System 5

Sub-System 6

Sub-System 7

Sub-System 8

Comp-ID

Component

1,1

Comp 1

1,2

Comp 2

1,3

Comp 3

1,4

Comp 4

1,5

Comp 5

2,1

Comp 6

2,2

Comp 7

2,3

Comp 8

2,4

Comp 9

2,5

Comp 10

3.1.1

Comp 11

3.1.2.2

Comp 12

3.1.2.3

Comp 13

3.1.2.4

Comp 14

3.1.2.5
3.1.2.8
3.1.2.12

Comp 17

3.1.3

Comp 18

3.2.1

Comp 19

3.2.2

Comp 20

4,1

Comp 21

4,2
4,3

Action

Component

Scenario 2
Notes

Replace

Comp 13

New design

Comp 15

Replace

Comp 15

New design

Comp 16

Replace

Comp 16

New design

Action

Component

Notes

Scale

Comp 16

New settings

Scale

Comp 17

New settings

Replace

Comp 19

New design

Scale

Comp 19

New settings

Comp 22

Replace

Comp 22

New design

Replace

Comp 22

New design

Comp 23

Replace

Comp 23

New design

Replace

Comp 23

New design

4,4

Comp 24

Replace

Comp 24

New design

Scale

Comp 24

New settings

4,5

Comp 25

5,1

Comp 26

5,2

Comp 27

6.1.1

Comp 28

6.1.2

Comp 29

6.1.3

Comp 30

6.1.6

Comp 31

6.2.1

Comp 32

6.2.2

Comp 33

7,1

Comp 34

7,2

Comp 35

7,4

Comp 36

Cost estimation

Different adaptability scenarios lead to a change on the related costs. These costs have to be
estimated to be able to calculate the economic potential of the different scenarios. Per scenario there
are two types of costs to be estimated: the option cost (OC) and the upgrade cost (UC).
Since this is a case of product adaptability, the OC is the difference between the development cost of
the product with the proposed architecture and the development cost with the initial architecture. The
costs of development and production of three architecture scenarios were estimated. The three
scenarios were the same as in the previous step (current architecture, replaceable guides and
adjustable guides).
The level of detail of the estimation depends on the availability of data and effort willing to invest to
obtain it. In the Figure are exposed detailed estimations of development and production costs for
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three adaptability scenarios. The Scenario 0 does not have OC since it represents the current
architecture. The OC of the other two scenarios is:


OC (Scenario 1) = Sum of development and production costs (Scenario 1) – Sum of development and
production costs (Scenario 0) = 72.070m.u.



OC (Scenario 2) = Sum of development and production costs (Scenario 2) – Sum of development and
production costs (Scenario 0) = 144.220m.u.

All the figures are exemplarily and do not belong to real cases. They are shown to improve the
understanding of the concepts and procedures.

Development and Production Costs for different Scenarios
Scenario 3.0 - No adaptation possible
70000

Scenario 3.1 - Not adjustable guides

Scenario 3.2 - Adjustable guides

66366

60000

55305

50000
42570
38744

38713

Cost

40000

28966

30000

25830
23650
18569 18081
15474
12379

20000
15083
12569

10000

78518636
4711

16092

11264

9874
8228
5028

18540
15450

16555

6431
5359
2144

3291

8755
7094
7094

6180
555793872

0

Phase

Figure 5-5: Detailed estimation of development and production costs for three adaptability
scenarios
The upgrade cost (UC) of each scenario is the cost of implementation of upgrades during the product
life cycle. This cost can be estimated as the sum of:


Cost of new components installation



Cost of validation of upgrades



Cost of down time

As well as in the case of OC estimation, the level of detail of the estimation depends on the
availability of data and the effort to obtain it. In the Figure are exposed detailed estimations of UC
for three adaptability scenarios.
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Upgrade Costs for different Scenarios
Scenario 3.0 - No adaptation possible

Scenario 3.1 - Not adjustable guides

Scenario 3.2 - Adjustable guides

160000

140000

137962

120000

Cost

100000

80000

60000

40000
24151

20000
7849

7094
2113

0

906

1811

1057

453

906

3623

0
Part Installation

Fine Tuning

Final Checks

Dowtime / Lost production

Phase

Figure 5-6: Detailed estimation of UC for three adaptability scenarios
The UC per scenario are:


UC (Scenario 0) = 599.000m.u.



UC (Scenario 1) = 123.600m.u.



UC (Scenario 2) = 66.000m.u.

As it was expected, the less adaptable scenarios present lower OC but higher UC, since the opposite
occurs with the more adaptable scenarios.

5.1.5

Option Value (OV) estimation

Each scenario offers different adaptability possibilities, i.e. a determined economic benefit in case the
available upgrades are required. In order to know the economic potential of each scenario,
simulations of the benefits gained with the future upgrades that each scenario allows, are performed
taking into consideration technical and market factors that can be instigators for an adaptation.
Market uncertainties were calculated using historical data (development of market segments, market
share and margin), market forecasts and estimations of uncertainty (are assumed to be) provided by
the marketing division.
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Contextual factors (society, legislation, etc.) have been identified and quantified in expert interviews
(triangular distributions) and are mapped onto the extrapolation of the market data. For lack of access
to company experts the contextual factors are assumed to be stationary.

Industry Rivalry (Paks)

Substitutes
Buyers

Legislation
Economy

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Impact

-0,030

-0,030

-0,030

-0,030

-0,030

-0,030

-0,030
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-0,012

-0,012

-0,012

-0,012

-0,012

-0,012

-0,012

Sales
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0,017

0,017

0,017
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0,017
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-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005
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0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

Sales

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

Sales

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

Sales

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

0,020

Sales

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

0,012

Sales

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

-0,005

Sales

0,087

0,087

0,087

0,087
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0,087
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Cost
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0,010
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0,010
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Figure 5-7: Contextual factors over time
The assessment of the contextual factors includes the analysis on which Key Parameter each factor
has influence. It is differentiated if it impacts income aspects (market volume, market share, and
margin), cost aspects or Add-on Factors (see Figure ). The factors have been identified in experts
interviews and discussions and not undergone a statistical analysis of historical data due to lack of
records.
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Figure 5-8: Mapping of contextual factors onto Key Parameters in Spreadsheet
Technological uncertainties exist in terms of timing and enhanced performance of Cap applicator
upgrades. The manufacturer of the beverage lines focuses on in house development of key
components and distributions for development progress in terms of performance increase (triangular)
of the next generation Cap applicator upgrades have been taken up.
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Figure 5-9: Key Parameters Technological Development and Value Generation
Closure and Package types (A | B) are discrete Key Parameters – if their status reaches “1” it means
an upgrade to integrate them into the manufacturing line is available. Energy Efficiency and EcoClass are (quasi) continuous in their development, the lower they get the more valuable is an upgrade
to the system because it means a higher performance increase.

Key Parameters
Closure A
Closure B
Package B
Closure B &
Package B
Eco-class
Energy Efficiency

Initial
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Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

1
0
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1
0,58
0

1
1
0

1
1
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1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

0

0

0

0

0,58

1,00

1

1

5
80

4,7
77,1

4,5
74,2

4,2
71,5

4,0
68,9

3,8
66,4

3,6
63,9

3,4
61,6

Figure 5-10: Key Parameter Evolution
Technology forecasting is used to estimate (simulated incl. uncertainties) the development of key
components.
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Figure 5-11: Mechanisms of Value Generation
The model simulates how market demand develops on the one hand and which opportunities arise for
additional sales. On the other hand it is simulated which technological means will be available in
order to fulfill demand (and when) or cut cost. By exercising the upgrade additional incomes (sales)
as well as costs (material, downtime) will occur, which will result in a different NPV for each run
that is to be aggregated ENPV of having the flexibility to switch to the next generation Closure type.
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Figure 5-12: Simulation Model
Two decision rules have been defined in order to decide on the timing of an upgrade. One decision
rule is based on demand in previous years and one based on unused capacity. In Rule 1 an upgrade is
initiated if the average demand for a market segment has been above a definable threshold for 2
years. In Rule 2 an upgrade is initiated if the unused capacity of the packaging line is above a certain
threshold for one year. The application of the rules depends on technology development, though, and
can only be conducted if technology has reached its readiness level. Rule 1 is more conservative, the
rationale is that after having been able to observe a certain visible demand in the market the producer
enters the market as well. Rule 2 has more of an explorative character. Based on the fact that there
has been unused capacity in the production line and therefore opportunity cost lost, the producer
decides to diversify his portfolio and in case opportunity arises in the future is ready to comply with
it. Careful modelling of the boundary conditions and discussion of the results of several decision
rules with actual decision makers is one way of validation. What should also be taken into account is
that at the decision point there will be more accurate information on future developments than there
is now, ways to include that information would be beneficial.
An alternative approach would be to include the timing of an upgrade as a variable parameter in the
simulation and determine when and how many upgrades yield the highest Option Value.
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Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Actual Sales

27748

27748

27748

27748

27748

27748

27748

Closure A

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

Total Income
Total Income
discounted

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

49097

44187

39769

35792

32213

28991

26092

165000

Total expenses

165000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total expenses
discounted

165000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cashflow

-165000,00

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

54552

DCF

-165000,00

49097

44187

39769

35792

32213

28991

26092

DCF Accumulated

-165000

-115903

-71715

-31947

3845

36058

65049

91141

NPV

91141,24

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Closure A
Closure B

27748
0

27268
12732

20491
18482

14293
18482

12079
20536

11525
20536

6751
25669

Package B
Closure B &
Package B
Total

0

0

0

2909

913

1825

1825

0

0

0

0

6473

6114

5754

27748

40000

38973

35684

40000

40000

40000

0

3

0

3

3

0

0

0

3

3

5

8

8

8

0,00

0,19

0,00

0,17

0,16

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,19

0,19

0,36

0,52

0,52

0,52

0

46000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

46000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

46000

0

0

0

46000

0

46000

46000

0

0

0

37260

0

30181

27163

0

0

55496
0

54536
44562

40983
64687

28587
64687

24157
71874

23051
71874

13502
89843

Package B
Closure B &
Package B
Add-on Features

0

0

0

10182

3194

6389

6389

0

0

0

0

25893

24455

23016

0

1715

0

1592

1533

0

0

Cost cuts
Total Income
Total Income
discounted
Total expenses

0
55496

7573
108387

7379
113048

12811
117859

20785
147438

20785
146554

20785
153536

Architecture 2 Adaptable Design

Year 0

Fixed Cost

305000

Improvement Noise
level@upgrade
Accumulated
improvement noise
level
Cost cuts per 1k
containers @
upgrade
Cost cuts
accumulated
Upgrade Cost
Closure B
UC Package B
UC Closure B &
Package B
Total UC
Total UC
discounted
Closure A
Closure B

46000

49946

87793

82412

77327

87060

77885

73436

305000

0

46000

0

46000

46000

0

0

Total expenses
discounted

305000

0

37260

0

30180,6

27162,54

0

0

Cashflow
DCF

-305000
-305000

55496
49946,21

62387
50533,14

113048
82412,21

71859
47146,38

101438
59897,95

146554
77884,85

153536
73435,62

DCF Accumulated

-305000

-255054

-204521

-122108

-74962

-15064

62821

136256

NPV

136256,37

ROI

1,19

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

27268
12732
0

20491
18482
0

14293
18482
0

12079
20536
0

11525
20536
0

6751
25669
0

Architecture 3 Upfront Flexibility

Year 0

Fixed Cost

411000

Actual Sales

Closure A
Closure B
Package B
Closure B &
Package B
Total

29732
10268
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

40000

40000

38973

32775

32614

32061

32421

Income

Closure A
Closure B
Package B
Closure B &
Package B
Total Income
Total income
discounted
Total expenses

58454
36828
0

53609
45667
0

40286
66290
0

28101
66290
0

23746
73656
0

22659
73656
0

13273
92070
0

Expenses

Criteria

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

95282

99276

106576

94391

97402

96315

105343

85753

80413

77694

61930

57515

51186

50385

411000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total expenses
discounted

411000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cashflow

-411000

95282

99276

106576

94391

97402

96315

105343

DCF

-411000

85753

80413

77694

61930

57515

51186

50385

DCF Accumulated

-411000

-325247

-244833

-167139

-105209

-47694

3491

53877

NPV

53876,5865

ROI

0,85

Figure 5-13: Overview Spreadsheet ENPV Calculation
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The probability distribution of the NPV and Value at Risk and Gain Curves are depicted on the
following to figures. No design is stochastically dominant but both designs exhibiting flexibility
towards a change of the KPs Closure Type or Package Type show a much larger ENPV than the rigid
design. Comparing Architecture 2 – Adaptable Design to Architecture 3 – Upfront Flexibility it is
very prominent that Architecture 2 exhibits a much larger spread and is skewed towards the upside.
Architecture 3 on the other hand has a very sharp peak around its mean and hardly any downside,
since it is assumed to react to changes in market demand in real time and there is no upgrade cost
involved. Architecture 2 has a slightly larger mean that Architecture 2 because it can make use of
technology evolution occurring during its operational lifetime, which Architecture 3 cannot.

Figure 5-14: NPV Distribution
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Figure 5-15: Value at Risk and Gain Curves
To compare the different Architectures further the ROI has been taken into account. Using
Architecture 1 – Rigid Design as a baseline the relation on additional income to additional expenses
was compared for Architecture 2 and Architecture 3. The result is depicted on the following Figure.
The mean is comparable for both architectures, being slightly higher for Architecture 2 (1,15 vs.
1,13)
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Figure 5-16: Comparison of Return on Investment
5.1.6

Discussion of Results

The probability distribution of ENPV is depicted on the following figure. While the expected value is
of high importance, so is the overall shape, allowing for an in-depth interpretation of risk aspects.
The data on Market development was assumed and the actual numbers are to some degree
hypothetical, therefore the results shown below should be read qualitatively rather than
quantitatively. Architecture 2 outperforms the other architectures and is (quasi) stochastically
dominant and shows an ENPV of 126.000 in comparison to 91.000 of the rigid design of Architecture
1 and 53.000 the flexible design of Architecture 3. Architecture 2 profits from comparatively little
upfront cost and dynamic reaction to opening markets. Within the simulation an upgrade was
conducted whenever the average demand for a certain closure or package type was above 10.000 k
units for two years in a row. The flexible design of Architecture 3 comes at a high upfront cost and
only enables access to markets requesting another closure, but not another package and therefore
performs badly under the estimated market conditions.
To further assess the different Architectures the ROI has been taken into account. Using Architecture
1’s rigid design as a baseline the relation of additional income to additional expenses was compared
for Architecture 2 and Architecture 3. Where Architecture two exhibits a ROI of 1,15 representing a
profitable investment, Architecture 3’s ROI is 0,85 and therefore the upfront spending for OC are not
amortized by value generation during the contemplated period. A large factor of uncertainty remains
the current input data. Momentarily the forecasted data including a distribution for uncertainty is used
for the market forecasts. This does not represent a random walk, though, but only oscillates around
the fixed market forecasts and does not exhibit as much variability. Furthermore the influence of the
contextual factors has been estimated based on experts opinion and not been calibrated on statistical
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data. The tornado diagram shown on Figure lists only one contextual factor among the ten most
influential input parameters on NPV of architecture three, which means that currently the volatility of
the market strongly overrules the influence of the contextual factors. This is part due to the fact that
no “real” trend breakers have been identified, but also because due to the modelling applied (s.a.)

Figure 5-17: Tornado Diagram

5.2 Applying the DfA-methodology: Design Adaptability
In the following chapter the application of Amisa Methdology is demonstrated for the case of Design
Adaptability. Anonymized examples from the industry pilot projects are used for illustration reasons.
5.2.1

Problem statement

As mentioned in previous chapters, designing a system for general adaptability is usually not
reasonable due to effort and costs. Thus, our DfA methodology focuses on specific adaptability
regarding a specific adaptability scenario or set of scenarios.
Business Case Clarification
First, the system of interest is defined which shall be designed more adaptable as well as the type of
adaptability – in this case design adaptability for a production machine. In a discursive process based
e.g. on expert interviews and scenario techniques, different adaptability use cases are defined. Table
exemplarily shows three potential adaptability use cases which were identified for a production
machine:


an increased productivity:
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In the future customers might demand production machines with an increased output.


a higher variability:
In the future customers might demand production machines which are able to handle a wider range of
materials.



an increased process stability:
In the future customers might demand a higher process stability due to entering new markets with
different environmental conditions such as temperature or humidity.

For each adaptability use case, different adaptability scenarios are identified. At this, adaptability
scenarios are possible forms of an use case: e.g. an increased productivity can be gained by a faster
material flow. For each scenario, components (“change artifacts”) are derived which would be
affected by a change, as well as change mechanisms. For design adaptability the change agent (who
performs the change) usually is a designer.
In the second step, each adaptability use case and then scenario is assessed regarding their business
potential. In the case of the production machine the ‘variability’ use case was rated as the most likely
and important use case. This was based on expert interviews. It can also be supported by TRIZ
forecasting as in another pilot project. Within the use case the use case, the adaptability scenario
‘different material shapes in parallel’ was identified as the most potential one.
Table 5-2: Adaptability use cases, scenarios, change artifacts, mechanisms and agents
Adaptability
Use Case

Adaptability scenario

Increased productivity
Faster material flow

Parallel material flows

Faster cleaning

…

Change Artifacts

Change Mechanism

Change
Agent

Engine (position, power)
Guidance system for material
…
Guidance system for material
Scaling of number of guidances
Material supply system
…
Better accessibility
Air pressure cleaning system
…
…

Transform - replace
scale, replace
transform
replace
scale
replace/scale
…
transform, replace
attach
…
…

Designer

Heating system
Material guidance
Cutting unit
…

scale, replace
transform
replace
…

Designer

Designer

Designer

Variability
Different material
shapes in parallel
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Increased process stability
Process controlling
Process robustness
against environmental
conditions
(temperature,
humidity, dirt)
…

Designer
Designer

Variant management, constraints and boundary conditions
After defining the adaptability use case and scenario, possible constraints and boundary conditions of
the system as well as of the DfA methodology are analysed.
One pilot project had a system with a large number of variants. These need to be analysed in detail
due to their influence on the possible solution space of DfA. As depicted in Figure , different product
variants can contain one component C. Without considering this, C might be combined with C1 to
increase the adaptability of product variant 1. However, this might cause an inconsistency of the new
component C* and the components C2 and C3 of product variant2 due to e.g. changed interfaces or
dimensions. The same applies for other module drivers, as mentioned in previous chapters.
The analysis of module drivers is an iterative process linked to the second step of the DfA
methodology (Criteria-based modelling). Based on the modelled systems, their structure was
analysed regarding modules and single components as well as underlying reasons (module drivers)
for this setup. In the following, the importance of the identified module drivers was weighted against
the importance of DfA. For example, a buying part might be weighted higher than DfA because the
component is offered by only one supplier in this particular form, and the only alternative would be
an expensive in-house production.
At this, it is important to note: within one system different components or modules can have the same
underlying module driver, but the particular weights of this module driver might differ depending on
the component/module.
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Figure 5-18: Potential problems when changing a component which is used in different variants
Other exemplary technical system constraints identified within the pilot projects were maximal
installation space, maximal energy consumption and the integration into the surrounding production
plant.
5.2.2

Criteria-based modelling

Identification of relevant criteria
Before modelling the system of interests, the relevant model domains and regarded interface
categories between components need to be defined. The relevant model domains depend on the
system complexity. In one pilot project the production system was part of a large production plant
and also had a large number of components itself. Hence, the tracing of long-distance effects was not
difficult. Therefore, components, functions as well as requirements were defined as model domains.
This allowed the connection of adaptability scenario, influenced requirements and possibly affected
components. In another pilot project, the production system was an enClosuresulated system with a
medium complexity which allowed the analysis of requirement-component dependencies without
additional support.
As interface categories all four categories (spatial, energy, information, and material) were selected
due to the production machines being mechatronic systems with an inherent material flow.
The level of detail was set to assembly groups and single components to allow a potential rearrangement by the DfA-Tool GA optimization.
Identification of relevant model elements and system modelling
In the first step the system components were modelled – differentiated by the four different
categories of dependencies (spatial, material, energy, information). Figure and Figure exemplarily
show the DSM for spatial and material dependencies between components. As described before, the
spatial DSM in Figure is symmetric to the diagonal due to physical contact having no direction. The
“x” values mark direct physical contacts between components while the “f” stand for geometrical
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Figure 5-19: Spatial dependencies between components (x = physical contact; f = geometrical
dependencies)
In Figure components are connected by material flows, i.e. in the case of a production machine,
component 11 is connected with component 5 due to the material-flow between them. As a materialflow has a direction, the dependencies are unidirectional.
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Figure 5-20: Material dependencies between components (DSM)
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In the next step, the components are mapped to the functions they are fulfilling by using a DMM.
Each component can fulfill several functions but also one function can be fulfilled by several
components, as illustrated in Figure .
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Figure 5-21: DMM of components fulfilling function
By matrix multiplication of DMM * DMMT, indirect dependencies between components can be
derived. An integrated component DSM – combining the four dependence categories and the indirect
DSM – allows the identification of long-distance interconnections. In one pilot project considering a
production machine, the dependency of the drive rolls and the cutting unit could be derived by
analysing the material-flow. The analysis of indirect dependencies supported to clarify the
dependency between the engine (connected to drive rolls) and the cutting unit.
5.2.3

Engineering change scenario assessment

Deduction of architecture scenarios
Based on the model and model analysis in the previous steps architecture scenarios are derived. In the
example of the production machine, the adaptability scenario of a higher variability of the production
materials was considered. Based on this potential architecture scenarios were derived, as illustrated in
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Figure . It was decided to focus on the case of broader material tapes to reach a higher material
variability. At this, the main architecture scenarios were:


AS1: Broader materials by a constant number of parallel tapes: causing a broader production machine
which might be problematic due to space issues



AS2: Broader materials by a constant width of the production machine: causing a reduced number of
parallel tapes

Higher material variability
Broader material tapes

…

AS1: Constant number
of parallel tapes

AS2: Constant width of
production machine

 Broader production
machines
 Space issues

 Reduced number of
parallel tapes

Figure 5-22: Potential architecture scenarios
Based on expert interviews, a combination of both architecture scenarios was derived: the basis was
AS2 with a constant width of the production machine and a variable tape width due to a high
importance of space constraints. However, in order to fulfill a potential demand of more parallel
tapes the type system was designed modular so that they can be attached to each other, as depicted in
Figure . Based on these architecture scenarios affected components were identified, based on the
DSMs.
Guiding unit 1

Guiding unit 2
attach
additional
guiding
unit

Tape channels

Figure 5-23: Modular type guiding system
5.2.4

Cost estimation

To assess the economic potential of each architecture scenario, the regarding costs need to be
determined. At this the costs can be split into:
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“Option Costs” (OC) which need to be spent in advance to design the system architecture more
adaptable, and



“Upgrade Costs” (UC) which occur when a new system variant is designed in the future

Figure depicts an exemplary calculation for the case of the production machine. According to the
selected architecture scenario, the re-design effort of the affected components 1 to 10 is determined
by expert interviews. In this example, the working hours for developing the new CAD-models and
deriving technical drawing were assessed regarding the expected minimal, maximal and most likely
values. At this Monte-Carlo-Simulation is used. The buffer factor addresses the reliability of the
effort assessment, i.e. the factor is higher the lesser people are interviewed or the lesser experience
these people have. The total costs are the sum of the costs of CAD-model and drawing development.

Modul 1

Modul 2
Modul 3
Modul 4

Comp. 1
Comp. 2
Comp. 3
Comp. 4
Comp. 5
Comp. 6
Comp. 7
Comp. 8
Comp. 9
Comp. 10

Work for CAD-models [hours]
min.
most likely
max.
2
4
2
3

Work for drawings [hours]
min.
most likely
max.
1
2
3,5
2,5
4
6
1
2
3
1
2
3

externaly developed
3
2
6

6,5
4,5
11

10
6
15

1
1
1

2
1,5
4

3
3
6

Sum of working hours

11

26

38

8,5

17,5

27,5

Buffer factor
Sum, incl. Buffer
Already invested time
Total work effort

1,5
16,5
416
432,5

1,5
39
416
455

1,5
57
416
473

1,5
12,75
12,75

1,5
26,25
26,25

1,5
41,25
41,25

Average hourly wage
Costs
Total costs

70,00 €
70,00 €
70,00 €
30.275,00 € 31.850,00 € 33.110,00 €

70,00 €
70,00 €
70,00 €
892,50 € 1.837,50 € 2.887,50 €

min.
most likely
max.
31.167,50 € 33.687,50 € 35.997,50 €

Figure 5-24: Exemplary calculation of “Option Costs” (OC) for designing an adaptable system
In the following, analogously to the previous calculation the costs for designing a new system variant
in the future are calculated, as depicted in Figure .
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Deriving new design variants for the adaptable architechture

Modul 1

Modul 2
Modul 3
Modul 4

Comp. 1
Comp. 2
Comp. 3
Comp. 4
Comp. 5
Comp. 6
Comp. 7
Comp. 8
Comp. 9
Comp. 10

Work for CAD-models [hours]
min.
most likely
max.
1
2,5
4
2
3
6
1
1,5
3
1
1,5
2

Work for drawings [hours]
min.
most likely
max.
1
2
3,5
2,5
4
6
1
2
3
1
2
3

externaly developed
2
2
1

5
3
3

8
4
6

1
1
1

2
1,5
4

3
3
6

Sum of working hours

10

19,5

33

8,5

17,5

27,5

Buffer factor
Sum, incl. Buffer

1,5
15

1,5
29,25

1,5
49,5

1,5
12,75

1,5
26,25

1,5
41,25

Average hourly wage
Costs
Total costs

70,00 €
70,00 €
70,00 €
1.050,00 € 2.047,50 € 3.465,00 €

70,00 €
892,50 €

70,00 €
70,00 €
1.837,50 € 2.887,50 €

min.
most likely
max.
1.942,50 € 3.885,00 € 6.352,50 €

Figure 5-25: “Upgrade Costs” for developing new design variants for the adaptable
architecture (non-adaptable system analogous)
5.2.5

Option value (OV) estimation

In the next step the estimated costs of the development of the adaptable system architecture are
compared to the costs of the current, non-adaptable system. As Figure illustrates, the adaptable
system (red line) has higher basic costs due to the development of the adaptable system architecture.
However, the costs (UC) for deriving a new system variant are lower than for the non-adaptable
system (blue line). The non-adaptable system requires more development effort in the case of a new
demanded variant – this effort was already “front-loaded” into the architecture in the case of the
adaptable system. For a low number of demanded variant by the customers, the total costs of the
system are lower for the non-adaptable system, but rapidly increase for higher numbers of variants. In
this example the break-even is around three variants (minimal assumed redesign effort), two (most
likely assumed effort and one variant (maximal assumed effort).
The comparison of both (non-adaptable, adaptable) shows, that the high initial costs of adaptable
system are compensated for higher numbers of variants.
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costs

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Minimal effort

non-adaptable

non-adaptable

non-adaptable

adaptable

adaptable

adaptable

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Most likely effort

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

number of
variants

Maximal effort

Figure 5-26: Break-even calculation for non-adaptable (blue diamonds) and adaptable design
(red squares)
To gain further insights, an ENPV Simulation based on the following distribution of variant
generation assumed was conducted:

Figure 5-27: Assumed Probabilities of Variant generation.
The result is depicted on the figure below. The adaptable architecture exhibits a median gain of
approximately 16.000 € and a minimum of 40.000 € loss and maximum of 113.000 € gain. All cost
data was taken up in the triangular distributions stated in the cost estimation section.
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Figure 5-28: Cumulated Cost Saving
To ensure reliability of the results, the methodology proposes to perform a sensitivity analysis
checking the effects of varying the input parameters onto the cost calculation. A plausibility analysis
should support the evaluation of the results. The mathematical model behind the calculations is rather
solid since it is a standard discounted cashflow analysis, but the probabilistic inputs rely on expert
estimations in many cases and should be assessed with care and caution.
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6 Appendix-A: Glossary of Terms
The following table provides key terms used in the AMISA project and the definitions discussed by
the project consortium.

Term

Abbr.

Explanation

Adaptability

According to the dictionary, to adapt means “to make fit, often by
modification” [Webster, 2009]. Therefore, in the context of AMISA,
adaptability is a characteristic of a system that makes it amenable to be
modified by external agents to fit the system to altered circumstances. For
example, a factory may be modified to increase its output by increasing the
quantity of machines in its production line. Adaptability is distinguished
from “flexibility” derived from the Latin word flexus, past participle of
flectere (to bend). This adjective literally refers to what is Closureable of
withstanding stress without injury and figuratively to what may naturally
change and adapt when needed. According to the dictionary, to adapt
means “to make fit (as for a specific or new use or situation), often by
modification”, [Webster, 2007].

Adaptation Artifacts

Adaptation Artifacts are the components of the original system, which are
directly affected by an adaption and other (external) artifacts, which are
introduced in the process of adaption.

Change Agent

The change agent is the instigator for the change, e.g. human beings,
software or Mother Nature; the change agent can be either internal of the
system (e.g. automatic software updates) or external of the system (e.g.
users or technicians).

Change Effect

The change effect is the difference between the original and the new state.
The change effect of an adaptation is characterized by its impact, frequency
and the probability of change.

Change Mechanism

The change mechanism is the way, or path, how the new state is reached.
This change can impact the functionality, the behavior, and/or the structure
of the rest of the system.
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Compatibility of
Adaptation Artifacts

The compatibility of the adaptation artifacts describes the interconnectivity,
interaction, and the interdependency of the artifacts altered after the
adaptation. It has to be checked, if the system behavior after the adaptation
is still desirable or if further engineering effort has to be done to restore the
functionality of the system.

Complexity of the
Adaptation Artifacts

The complexity of the adaptation artifacts can be expressed through the
relations to adjacent artifacts and the embeddedness in the structure.
The dependencies can be various – be it physical (e.g. spatial interface
between two components) or logical (e.g. via common functions).
Highly linked artifacts in a system structure require substantial more effort
to adapt, because related adjacent artifacts have to be considered as well.

Cost-effectiveness

Cost-effectiveness of a knowledge outcome is defined as the ratio of the
benefits of using the knowledge outcome to the effort spent in its
application

Cost-efficiency

Cost-efficiency of a design or product is the ratio of benefits of the design
or the product to the development costs of the design or the product.

Cycle time

The time period from the identification of requirements for an upgrade to
the availability of upgraded designs or products for use.

Design

Design “refers to a blueprint or a plan or a recipe for accomplishing goals.”
[Hashemian 2005]. In engineering this would be all the instructions and
information that allow manufacturing of a conflict-free product. But
according to Hashemian’s definition one can also consider an
organizational structure of an organization as a design.

Duration of an
Upgrade

The time span between the order of an upgrade and its delivery or
completion.

Elementary
Adaptation
Mechanisms

 Attach means to join together the original system with a new
component or sub-module.
 Detach means to remove completely a component or sub-module from
the original system.
 Transform means to give a component or sub-module a new property.
 Scale means to change the value of a property of a component or submodule within a pre-defined range of values.
 Merge means to conflate two or more existing components into a new
sub-module of the system.
 Separate means to cut off one or more existing components from a submodule of the system.
 (E.g. "Replace" can be combined with detach and attach)

Financial Options

In finance, an option is a contract which gives the owner the right, but not
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the obligation, to buy or sell an underlying asset or instrument at a specified
strike price on or before a specified date. The seller incurs a corresponding
obligation to fulfill the transaction, that is, to sell or buy, if the long holder
elects to "exercise" the option prior to expiration. The buyer pays
a premium to the seller for this right.
Genericity

Genericity is defined as the range of applicability

Impact of an
Adaptation

When the system is adapted, the delta between the original S0 and the
adapted system Sad is called the change effect. Adaptation mechanisms can
have an impact on the functionality, the behavior, and the structure of the
rest of the system.

Interface Cost

IC

Interface cost entails all the costs emanating from establishing a connection
between two leaf components in a system. Costs for labor, material and
other expenditures throughout the system’s lifecycle are considered.

Leaf component

Component on the lowest level of a component hierarchy

Lifecycle cost

Lifecycle cost of designs and products is the total cost incurred over the
entire life of the designs and products

Life-Cycle-Costs of
an Adaptation

LCC

Additional Cost of having the option in the system which can include
training, maintenance and other costs related to the adaptability of the
system
Lifespan of a design is defined as the time interval between the creation of
the design and the discard of the design.

Lifespan

Lifespan of a product is defined as the time interval between the
introduction of the product in a market and the discard of the product owing
to failure in satisfaction of its requirements for which the product was
developed.
A modular system has a one-to-one mapping from functional elements (in
its function structure) to its physical components and specifies decoupled
interfaces between components, whereas an integral system has a complex
(many-to-many) mapping from functional elements to physical components
and/or coupled interfaces between components [Ulrich, 1995]. In industrial
practice products can be highly integrated with different function groups on
different levels.

Modular vs. Integral
Architecture

Option Cost

OC

Option Costs cover all expenses that enable a future adaption within a
system. Those expenses occur in any case, independent of the fact of
whether the option is activated or not.
Option cost comprise all engineering effort needed to develop and
physically incorporate an option into the system (static) as well as effort
needed to maintain the option (running). The total cost of a change of a
system is composed of Option Costs plus the Upgrade Costs.
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Option Price

OP

The Option price is the amount of money the Seller of an option receives
from the buyer. In finance the (fair) Option Price equals the Option Value.
In AMISA, we follow the assumption of fair price.

Option Value

OV

Option Value is the benefit of the Option-Owner to have the possibility but
not the obligation to adapt his system to altered boundary conditions. Those
boundary conditions may comprise alterations in the context of: product,
corporation, use, market and politics [de Weck, Eckert 2007]

Product

A product is usually a bundle of tangible and intangible attributes like
benefits, features, functions or uses that a seller offers to a buyer. Thus, the
term product includes goods, ideas, methods, information, objects, services
and so on. A product in the context of design for adaptability refers to a
physical object and/or the service rendered with it. In industrial practice a
product can be a productions facility, a packaging distribution solution
(primary and secondary packaging), a vehicle, financing, a hologram etc.

Real options

In engineering, financial options had evolved into Real options. This
analogous concept expresses the “right, but not the obligation, to undertake
some future engineering project or business decision”. Real options
Capture the value of managerial flexibility to adapt decisions in response to
uncertainty in the future.

Scalability

Scalability is the ability to handle situations of different scales.

Societal value

Societal value is the value added to members of society at large, e.g.
industry, users, other stakeholders, etc.

Stakeholder

Stakeholders are individuals and organizations that are actively involved in
the project, or whose interests may be positively or negatively affected by
execution of the project or project completion. They may also exert
influence over the project and its deliverables. For the design for
adaptability purpose the stakeholders can influence the system, positively
or negatively, during its overall life-cycle. In practice, stakeholders are seen
as individuals who influence design and, ultimately, who reap the benefits
of the completed product or system.

System

A system is an integrated set of elements, subsystems, or assemblies that
accomplish a defined objective. These elements include products
(hardware, software, etc.), processes, people, information, techniques,
facilities, services, and other support elements. In context of design for
adaptability it is an umbrella term for designs and products. Furthermore,
products are highly linked to services which are provided additionally to a
product (Product Service System). Thus, the Product Service System (PSS)
should be taken into consideration as well, when talking about systems in
the adaptability context [Technical University Munich, Institute of Product
Development, 2011]. In practice a system could be a packaging solution
from raw material achievements to disposal and re-use, hardware and
software equipment, a truck, a production facility, a product like a solar
module and so forth.
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System Architecture

System architecture is “the fundamental organization of a system embodied
in its components, their relationships to each other, and to the environment,
and the principles guiding its design and evolution” [IEEE, 2000].

System Upgrade

System upgrades are modifications made be external bodies aiming to fit
the system to altered circumstances. Often, an upgrade goal is to increase
the value and profitable life of a system by closing emerging gaps between
stakeholder desires and system Closureabilities.

Tailorability

Tailorability is the ability to adapt to different situations.

Total costs of a
change

The total cost of a change of a system is composed of Option Costs plus the
Upgrade Costs.

Transaction Cost
theory

Transaction Costs theory (Coase, 1937) explains the costs associated with
transactions between separate business organizations. In Engineering,
Transaction Costs are associated with costs emanating from interfaces
between system’s elements. The key AMISA concept is that interfaces
between system’s modules can be modeled by various transaction costs
whereas no transaction costs are assumed within modules. The transfer of
the theory to engineering domain has to be investigated in AMISA.

Upgrade Cost

UC

Upgrade Costs cover all expenses that occur only in the case that an option
is activated.
Upgrade costs comprise all engineering and physical effort needed to
actually adapt a system (static) as well as additional running cost that are
caused by the adaption (e.g. higher energy consumption).
The total cost of a change of a system is composed of Option Costs plus the
Upgrade Costs.

Usability

Usability is the degree of ease of understanding and use

Value to
stakeholders

Value to stakeholders is provided by congruence between stakeholder
desires and system Closureabilities. Stakeholder needs and wants are
defined in terms of various desired benefits and acceptable sacrifices, and
system Closureabilities are defined in terms of various quality attributes
and levels of performance [Browning, 2003; Browning and Honour, 2005].
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7 Appendix-B: Laws of technical system evolution
The laws of technical system evolution identify different patterns of increased systems ideality. They
constitute a set of statistically significant lines of development, describing engineered systems, a
gradual transition from one particular state to another, affecting all technical systems or large classes
of systems. In other words, although these laws are not binding, they are the outward manifestation of
a kind of natural selection, which is in the world of technology. It is also important to note that for a
given situation, certain laws are more applicable and certain other laws are less applicable.
7.1.1

System convergence

The law of system convergence represents a pattern of systems development in which the number of
elements, from which the system is built, tends to decrease over time, without deterioration in the
performance of the system itself. This reduction is, by definition, improvement in the system ideality.
The functional Capacity of the system is often maintained by redistribution of useful functions to the
remaining elements of the system (this process is called system merging). In other cases the some
inner system Closureability may disappear altogether without affecting the external Closureabilities
of the system.

Example: A
company manufacturing
transmission systems with hydraulic torque
converters was able to continually reduce the
number of parts by 70% over a period of three
decades.
Fig. 6 – Cyclical
architecture improvements

7.1.2

Systems merging

The law of systems merging represents a pattern of systems development in which several systems
are merged into a single system which have advantage over the original individual systems. This law
has several manifestations as described below:
7.1.2.1

Similar systems merging

The law of similar systems merging arises when two or more similar systems are merged together in
the design of a new system.
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Example: A catamaran combines two (or more) ship halls
delivering improve system stability and reduce overall
system drag.

7.1.2.2

Convoluted system merging

The law of convoluted systems merging arises when two or more unrelated systems with shifted
features (which are different from each other in any number of parameters), are merged together in
the design of a new system
Example: Two metals with different work functions of
electrons form the well-known thermocouple, which may be
a direct conversion of thermal energy into electrical energy.

7.1.2.3

Alternative system merging

The law of alternative systems merging arises when two or more systems having mutually opposite
set of the strengths and weaknesses are merged together in the design of a new system.
Example: A nail easy to hummer, but it does not hold two wooden parts too well. A screw holds
much better, but it is difficult to insert and tighten. The union of these two systems is the spiral nailwhich has advantages of both the original nail and screw.
Nail

7.1.2.4

Screw

Spiral nail

Integration of inverse systems

The law of integration of inverse systems arises when two or more systems, having opposing
characteristics, are combined together in the design of a new system. Such combined systems can
increase the effectiveness, controllability and operation range of the original individual systems
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Example: Combining a pencil and an
eraser. Now with one instrument one
can make marks on paper and
removes it as needed.
7.1.2.5

Integration of disparate systems

The law of integration of disparate systems arises when two or more systems are combined in order
to tap the resources of each other.

Example: A television tower is designed to place a television
antenna at a high elevation. In addition the system design includes
a restaurant located very high up. In this case, there is no functional
connection whatsoever between the antenna tower and the
restaurant but the designers utilized the need to build a television
antenna at high altitude and combined it with customers desire to
see large portion of the city while eating.
Here the television tower is exploited to provide elevated point of
view and the restaurant customer provide financial resources to the
system

7.1.2.5.1 Combining multiple systems
The law of combining multiple systems arises when several systems, each designed for a single
application are combined in order to create a system that has the combined Closureabilities of the
original individual systems.
Example: Four related systems - Fax, printer, Copier and the scanner are merged into a single
system.
Fax

Printer

Copier
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Multifunction: Fax-Printer-Copier-Scanner

7.1.2.6

Flow conductivity

The law of flow conductivity represents a pattern of systems development in which systems contain a
flow or a stream of matter, energy or information. During the system evolution, this stream is
implemented in a more effective and efficient way. There are three main trends of development:
1. Increasing the positive effect of helpful flows
Typically, each transformation of the flow (e.g. transfer of matter from one state to another, changing
the types of energy, changing the ways of presenting information) is accompanied by some losses.
Consequently, reducing the number of transformation leads to greater system efficiency.
Example: In a diesel generator (1) the energy flows from chemical energy to mechanical energy and
then to electricity. However, in a fuel cell (2) the energy flows from chemical energy directly to
electricity. Therefore, from an energy standpoint, a fuel cell is usually more efficient than diesel
generator
(1)

(2)

2. Reducing the negative effect of harmful flows
Many systems flows are not desired or even harmful (for example waste and pollution generated by a
system). According to the law of flow conductivity such flows are reduced as systems evolve.
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Example: A catalytic converter is a device used
to convert toxic exhaust emissions from an
internal combustion engine into non-toxic
substances.

7.1.2.7

Enhanced coordination

The law of enhanced coordination represents a pattern of systems development in which certain
characteristics of the system’s components better match other system’s components or the supersystem. We use the term coordination to note the preference of the value of one parameter to the
value of another. This law has several manifestations as described below:
7.1.2.8

Shape/Form coordination

The law of shape/form coordination arises when the shape and form of parts of the system fit or
match better with one another or with the Super-system. The shape of the system must be consistent
with the form, features and character of the internal system’s elements in order to optimize the
operations of the system.

bolt and nut
Metric thread
Example: the standardization
of threads, e.g. metric thread
form for all pairs of threaded
sets all over the world.

7.1.2.9

Timing and rhythm coordination

The law of timing and rhythm coordination arises when the rhythm of different components become
more synchronized with other components so the overall system begins to operate in step internally
and with other objects. This can provides significant increase in efficiency and throughput.
Example: The use of multitasking operations in
computers allows dealing with many tasks at, what
appears, the same time.
One implementation of this concept is the SETI (Search
for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) project. Much of the
computing is done on computers “donated” by thousands
of individuals during computers idle times. Therefore, the
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project obtains tremendous computing power at minimal
cost.

7.1.2.10

Materials coordination

The law of materials coordination arises when the different materials of various components become
more harmonized with one another. The overall system begins to operate more harmoniously which
can lead to increase in efficiency and throughput.
Example: A crankshaft, located in internal combustion
engines, is the part which translates reciprocating linear
piston motion into rotation. The crankshaft has a linear axis
about which it rotates, typically, with several bearing held in
the engine block. The crankshaft is made of steel and the
bearings are made from bronze alloy. This combination of
materials has evolved as the most optimal mechanical
solution.
7.1.2.11

Action coordination

The law of action coordination arises when the system evolves in such a way that several actions of
the system are coordinated producing more effective results and, often utilizing less resources.

Example: A 3-D in which two images are alternately
projected on the screen and the audience handed out
special glasses in liquid crystals, in which left and right
alternately glass loses its transparency, and the glasses
are working in sync with the film projector. Thus, each
observer sees only the right side of the stereo through his
right eye and the left side of the stereo through his left
eye, creating the effect of 3D movie.

7.1.2.12

Space coordination

The law of space coordination arises when a system evolve such that the space or location of its parts
is more suitable to receive its objectives in terms of more efficient process.
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Example: Press and oven. Though each component of
the system (i.e. the press and the oven) have not evolved
much on their own, the placing of these element in
certain spatial order within the production line is
extremely important in order to achieve efficient process

7.1.2.13

Parameters coordination

The law of parameters coordination arises when systems evolve and progress into a more harmonized
states. Such systems exhibit more harmonization among its components as well as between the
system and its super-system.

7.1.2.13.1
Example:
The
physical
parameters (height, width weight,
etc.) of a train must be harmonized
with railways, bridges, railway
platforms, etc.

7.1.2.14

Controllability

The law of controllability (or manageability) arises when systems evolve and progress into a more
controllable operation. Such evolving systems permit more and more external control which modifies
the system behavior to align it with changing parameters of the system itself or the super-system or
the environment.
Example: The static (uncontrolled) Cleveland Bridge (1) in Bath, England, built in 1830, the
externally controlled, Tower Bridge (2) , in London, England, built in 1892 and the internally
controlled (By means of negative feedback) home air-conditioner (3).
(1)

(2)
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Dynamization

The law of dynamization arises when systems evolve and to encompass more and more behavioral
states. Such evolving systems exhibit the ability to exist in different modes of operations, adapting to
different needs and environment conditions. Typically, as systems evolve, they can transfer from one
state to another, in order to take advantage of the characteristics exhibited by the system in each state.
Example: A single state, Chinese parasol umbrellas (1), A dual state umbrella exhibits two states:
spread out or collapsed (2) More advanced umbrella exhibits three states: spread out or collapsed or
fold. Finally, some systems like the F-15 aircraft exhibits such a complex behavior that only with the
help of a computer, the pilot can obtain a stable flying state (4).
(1)
(2)

7.1.2.16

(3)
(4)

Transition to super system

The law of Transition to a super system arises when systems evolve and progress to the point where
local resources are exhausted, the system integrates with other systems or with the super-system and
continues to evolve in that environment.
Example: A self-resourced, gyroscope based, Inertial Navigation System – INS (1), A LORAN
(LOng RAnge Navigation), terrestrial radio navigation system using radio transmitters in multiple
locations to determine the position and speed of aircrafts and ships (2) and a satellite based, Global
Positioning System – GPS (3).

(1)
(2)
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Increasing system completeness

The law of increasing system completeness arises when systems evolve such that they becomes less
and less dependent on their environment.
Example: In the early stages of aviation, aircraft flew at low altitude (1) and fuel could easily
combine with the oxygen in the air. Later, when aircraft flow at higher altitude, early engines could
not burn fuel in the thin atmosphere, so aircraft engines were provided with a compressor which
compressed the air and provided sufficient concentration of oxidizers. Later, in order to fly beyond
the atmosphere, specific engines and strategy had evolved to abandoning the use of air so the vehicle
itself (the rocket) could carry sufficient oxidizers on board (3). At this stage, these systems become
independent of the environment for ongoing operations.
(1)

7.1.2.18

(2)

(3)

Displacement of human

The law of displacement of human arises when systems evolve and progress to the point where they
can govern and control themselves. The system or super-system begins to make their own decisions
and human tend to either disappear completely from the system or assume general supervision
positions.

Example: An automatic fire extinguishing system uses sensors
and control system which identifies fires and determines the
appropriate action without expecting human initiation.
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Uneven system development

Ideally, all the components of a system should be equally developed. The law of uneven system
development arises when different parts of a system develop in an uneven pace. As a result, some
parts of the system are more developed than other parts. This may lead to contradictions between
system components, which may reduce the efficiency of the system.
Example: The Ford T-Model automobile and similar makes were produces in the early 1900. The
development concentrated mostly on mechanical aspects of the automobile. Eventually, in the 1950s
electrical components were added to the system and only in the late 80 and onward automotive
electronic systems were added to improve safety, comfort of driving and reliability.

(1)

7.1.2.20

Technology general progress

Sometimes elements of a system improve as part of other systems improvements. For example more
unified resistors are produces, smaller components are available in the market, more reliable
transistors are available. In such circumstances improved systems can be manufactured and made
available to users.
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